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Reef Escape is a bold new women’s collection of sandals that
are ‘up for anything’. Designed to
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comfort and empower the refined
woman who likes to live in the moment, it provides all-day comfort
with the new squishy Cushion Rubber that blends EVA foam with rubber to strike the perfect balance
between durability and softness.
The sandal is 100% PVC-free making it more environmentally friendly. Reef Escape Lux sandals have
moulded footbeds with anatomical arch support & heel cupping,
revolutionizing the rubber sandal
by prioritizing comfort over cost.
For more info contact Because
I Can Clothing on Tel: 031 312
8968 or email enquiries@reefsa.
co.za.
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Australian action sports brand
launches in South Africa
Brand Triangle Company (BTC) — a brand
consulting, sourcing and distribution business based in Johannesburg — has secured
the rights as distributor for UNIT Australia and
across Sub Saharan Africa. The brand is an artbased street wear label with its heritage in
two-wheel action sports, offering lifestyle and
performance gear.
The brand will launch in South Africa in November 2017 and, based on the success of its
engagement on social media platforms with
its targeted consumers in South Africa, it has
been extremely well supported and received.
Exciting times lie ahead for retailers and consumers alike.
Inspired by the love of art and riding, Unit
was born in 2002 in a house garage on the
Gold Coast, Australia, with a capital of a mere
$600. From there UNIT has been on a wild ride
that has seen the brand touch all corners of
the globe, leaving its mark on the action sports

arena. UNIT is a brand with no limitations, rules
or censorship, similar to the sports the brand is
involved with: BMX, MTB, MX, etc.
The UNIT logo was inspired by the moment
of ignition: it captures the explosive chemical reaction between the spark plug and liquid
gasoline or, to put it another way, the connection between your dream and your life.
UNIT produces an extensive, range of cloth-
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ing, accessories and premium MX riding gear.
UNIT’s rebellious and controversial marketing
strategy has quickly built a massive fan base
that spans across Australia, New Zealand, USA,
South America, Europe and growing globally. This
unique brand also has an impressive sponsored
athlete team which has always been its strong
point, including the best BMX, FMX and MTB riders
in the world: Kyle Baldock, Andreu Lacondeguy,
and Tom Pages, to name a few.
Experts of the industry have described UNIT as
the next big Aussie cult brand. But you’ve been
warned: UNIT isn’t just your average street wear
brand. The provocative and dynamic style sets it
apart from the rest and promises a unique brand
experience unlike any other.
UNIT is excited to announce the signing of two
of South Africa’s premier motocross athletes to
its international team. Caleb Tennant and Tristan
Purdon will head the South Africa MX Nationals
field representing the iconic UNIT spark plug in an

exciting move for the brand to a region
renowned for its love of dirt bikes.
Tennant, who is a multiple national
champion, is pleased to be able to represent the brand. “I am super stoked
to announce my new partnership with
UNIT. I have always loved the brand
and they produce some of the sickest
clothing out there. Really looking forward to the future and to what we can
achieve together.”
For SA MX Nationals points leader
Purdon, the opportunity to represent
a globally-renowned brand is a valuable one. “I am so excited to be joining the UNIT family. It has always been
a dream of mine to be a part of such
a sick brand and I am very thankful for
the opportunity."
BTC says that the comprehensive
UNIT lifestyle and MTB ranges that
it will offer bring a new and exciting
offering of curated merchandise that
allows the brand to participate in its
chosen sports, both on and off the
arena.
“We will be managing the distribution channels in a responsible methodology that creates sustainable brand
longevity and protects brand equity at
retail.”
UNIT is available in men’s, ladies,
youth and riding gear, in a wide range
of product categories.
Interested parties can contact BTC for
any enquiries at the following:
Email: connect@btc-ssa.com
Office: 011 030 5800

People on the Move
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PUMA’s Port Elizabeth representative,
Martin Nefdt Agencies, has moved
office, but not too far: you can reach
them at their new premises behind
260 Walmer Boulevard, the previous
office. The telephone number stays
the same as before (041 581 7151).
They celebrated the opening of the
new office by entertaining members of
the Koutsoudis family, who owns the
well-known PE sport store The Footballer & Sports. Pictured left to right:
Gustav Nefdt celebrates with Athena,
Lambros, Theo and Helen Koutsoudis
who have kept The Footballer & Sports
store running since 1965.
Left: Skechers Performance golf pro
Brooke Henderson celebrated her second LGPA Tour title when she won the
New Zealand Women’s Open.
This is her fifth title since she turned
professional in December 2014. She
won her first LGPA Tour event in 2015
at the Cambria Portland Classic, a title
she would defend with her second career win in 2016. Henderson became
the second youngest player to win
a major championship at the 2016
KPMG Women’s PGA Championship.
In 2016, she represented Canada at
the 2016 Olympic games in Brazil,
where she tied for seventh place.
In that year she also signed on as a
member of the Skechers Performance
team and has been playing in GO GOLF
footwear and apparel since then.
Right: Capetonian Willem le Roux has won
a trip and entry for two in the 2018 Barcelona Marathon, plus ASICS running gear
and footwear for two and treats on the
ASICS stand and on the day of the marathon, courtesy of ASICS SA and Sanlam,
sponsors of the Cape Town Marathon.
He ran his first marathon in memory of
his father when he entered the Comrades
in 2010 and since then completed six
standard marathons, three Two Oceans
Ultras and five Comrades Marathons. In
2014 he started running for a cause. “My
wife dared my running partner and I to run
a marathon in SA Flag swimming trunks.
She was joking, but soon realized that we
were not. We drew a lot of attention and
had such a laugh that we decided to keep
running in swimming trunks for a good
cause – the Love your Nuts Foundation.”
Edward Cheserek, 17-time NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletic Association) National Champion, runs
in Skechers Performance GO RUN
footwear and apparel. He made his
professional debut early September in New York City’s 5th Avenue
Mile. Kenyan-born and educated in
the US, Cheserek became the first
freshman in school history to win the
NCAA National Cross Country Championships while he was at the University of Oregon. By the time he left
his studies, he had won 17 national
championships in cross country, and
in- and outdoor track and field.
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Above: Lyle le Roux has been made a
partner in the Indola cycling business.
He has been with the company for thirteen years, where he “has been doing
sterling work,” says brand owner Philip
Grutter. “As a customer, you would have
experienced Lyle’s silky people skills.”
Left: PUMA’s line-up of strong, leading
women is growing. The latest to sign a
partnership with the brand is singer and
actress Selena Gomez, who will work with
the brand to design products and be part
of marketing campaigns, the first of which
is for the ladies’ footwear range Phenom.
“PUMA has changed the game when it
comes to the mash-up of athletic wear and
fashion,” says Gomez. Photo: Guy Aroch.
The Ironman 5150 further promoted
sponsor Skechers Performance’s
name among triathletes: apart from
exposure as the official footwear and
apparel sponsor, Skechers Performance athletes took to the podium
and achieved personal bests.

Right: Gavin Mofsowitz (right) came
third in his age group, while Darren
Lang (left) came fourth in his. Both
wore Skechers Performance GOmeb
Speed 4.

Bryan Difford (above left) and Ewert Kleyhans (above right) wore Skechers
GOmeb Speed 4. Difford won his age group and came second overall. He is
now gearing up for the Ironman World Champs. Kleyhans won his age group
and came 5th overall. He was also the 3rd fastest runner.

People on the Move
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Du Toit Botes joins Genuine Connection

Makro buyer passionate about retail and sport

Above, left to right: Lionel Gericke and Du Toit Botes.

Craig Bateman with David Mogotlane (junior executive assistant to the CEO) in
the cow suit, who will be coordinating a Makro special promotion with CHOC and
Raleigh.

DU TOIT BOTES brings nearly twenty years of sport sales and marketing
experience to his new position as marketing executive for Genuine Connection. He joined the Paarl-based sportswear manufacturer on September 4th to help continue the work of the entrepreneurial founder
Lionel Gericke.
Gericke sadly passed away in April this year following complications
that developed during an operation in the Paarl Medi-Clinic.
He founded the Genuine Connection brand and sportswear factory
shortly after the 1995 World Cup and within four years his Can Do attitude and aptitude for adopting new manufacturing techniques earned
him the title of SACOB Entrepreneur of the Year.
Ten years later Genuine Connection was manufacturing rugby jerseys
for just about every Super 14 and Currie Cup rugby team on behalf of
team sponsors like adidas and others. They also supplied the kit for
football teams like Bafana Bafana and Pirates, as well as kit for all ASA
athletes. They also manufactured for clubs, schools and retail under
their own G-Factor brand.
Botes joins the company with a strong rugby heritage and experience
of sportswear sales. He is a former Bulls and Griquas scrum half and
captain, who started his working career at then Bulls sponsor, Gilbert
SA, in 1998. He left the company after twelve years to move to Cape
Town and after a restraint of trade period came to an end, he joined
Super-Brands in 2012. There he managed the Canterbury rugby brand,
amongst others.
When the distributorship of the Super-Brands sport brands was taken
over by Brand ID in 2013, Botes moved across as Brand President, Performance Division. Apart from Canterbury, international brands like
Columbia, Speedo, Skins and Mizuno also formed part of this division.
Following the Brand ID restructuring earlier this year Botes became
sales manager for the Field Sport (Canterbury and Opro) and Outdoor
(Columbia) divisions until he left to join Genuine Connection at the end
of August.

MAKRO’S NEW Health and Cycling buyer, Craig Bateman, is no stranger
to the industry: he got to know the sports retail industry inside out over
the seven years when he was senior planner for Makro’s whole sports
department. In addition, he has a passion for retail.
In August he took over from Mark Cawood, who left the business in July.
“I was very involved with the buying when I was the planner, so luckily
it has been a fairly easy transition into buying,” he says. “My technical
knowledge on product will just need to be up-skilled.”
He also travels to factories and will be more involved with developing product than as a planner. “Fortunately, I have worked with all the
vendors previously and have a good working relationship with them.”
He will also be more involved with special promotions, for example,
the promotion with Raleigh and CHOC (Childhood Cancer Foundation),
whereby Makro makes a donation to CHOC if a customer purchases a
Raleigh cow bike.
Bateman has been working for Makro for thirteen years — the last one
in the camping/braai department. Prior to joining Makro he was a planner at Edcon for four years.
He has spent almost his whole career in retail after matriculating
from St Johns College in 1989 — the only exception is a two-year stint at
Colibri towels in Port Elizabeth. He even worked in-store at Stuttafords
while studying retail business management at the University of Johannesburg during the early 1990’s.
“I think the ever-changing environment and fast pace is what made
me stay in retail once completing my diploma,” he says. “It is a great
privilege to be able to work in an industry that I truly have a passion
for and could not think of another job that I would rather be doing.”
He is now even more in his element as he has always had a huge interest in sport and played most ball sports during his school career. “Currently, I am cycling and have completed five 94.7 races and one Argus
(now called Cape Town Cycle Tour).”

South Africa’s top ranked cyclist Louis Meintjes (25) will return to Team Dimension Data for Qhubeka in 2018. Meintjes is becoming recognised as one of the
top cyclists in the world and was placed 8th in the General Classification at the
2016 and 2017 Tour de France, riding for Team UAE Emirates. He was also the
second best youth rider in this year’s Tour de France.
He will next year enjoy the benefits of a range of leading sponsors, including
Cervelo bikes, locally available from Two Wheels Trading, and team kit locally
manufactured by Bioracer South Africa on behalf of Oakley, distributed locally
by BBT.
Qhubeka recently launched the 2017 edition of its ‘Climbing for Qhubeka’ campaign which aims to raise sufficient funds through entries and donations to fund
100 Qhubeka bicycles. The campaign took place globally 29 September to 1 October.
Photo: Stiehl Photography.
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Duca del Cosma:

A feel-good story

F

A year after Hi-Tec’s Frank van Wezel bought the premium golf-lifestyle brand Duca
del Cosma, it has been given a new life in golf and lifestyle stores across the globe.
Story: Trudi du Toit. Photo Adolf Stoffberg: Carin Hardisty

eel good news is always welcome
— especially in times of stress. The
resurrection of Duca del Cosma is
just such an uplifting story, with
all the necessary elements of a
modern day fairy tale. There’s death, love, a
fortuitous coming together of circumstances,
restoring life and the ultimate rewarding of
the heroes’ creative talent.
In 2015 the Duca del Cosma brand was liquidated. But, while the luxury golf lifestyle
brand was still alive, Hi-Tec founder Frank
van Wezel had fallen in love with the exquisitely crafted shoes. The news of the brand’s
liquidation was published at about the
time when Van Wezel was selling Hi-Tec
International and was looking
for something to keep him
occupied because the
well-run local Hi-Tec SA
company he retained,
wouldn’t require
much of his time.
Buying and
resurrecting
Duca del

To be inspired is great, but
to inspire ... that’s incredible, and that’s what we
want to do
Cosma appealed to him as something small to
keep him occupied because at 75 he felt too
young to retire.
Van Wezel tracked down the original designers who had created the beautiful shoes that
captivated him many years ago. Backed by his
expertise in footwear brand building, his wife
Caroline’s PR acumen, and the much-needed
investment they previously lacked, Antje ElleMattiazzo and Baldovino Mattiazzo could apply
their minds once again to creating the lifestyle
and golf footwear ranges that had won them
so many design awards.
Aspirational is a word brands like using. To
touch and feel these shoes, however, gives it
completely new meaning: whether you’re a
golfer or in the luxury price bracket — or not
— to hold one, is to want one. One can completely identify with Van Wezel’s spontaneous

Left: The Punta Ala blue golf shoe.		

exclamation: “Oh, these Italian beauties! Oh
my …” when he first encountered them.
The CEO of the South African Duca del Cosma
subsidiary, Adolf Stoffberg, displays the same
reverence when he points out design details
in the 2018 golf and lifestyle ranges he is introducing — like how different fabrics used
together create unexpected textures, unusual
colour combinations and prints, attention to
small details, coupled with performance technologies like waterproof booties that provide
ultralight comfort even in the lifestyle ranges.
This is golf fashion worth an A+, made in Portugal from specially cured Italian leather.
“To be inspired is great, but to inspire …
that’s incredible, and that’s what
we want to do,” he says.
“The Duca family is
precious, artisans in
detail. Duca del
Cosma is not just
a product, it
is part of a
lifestyle.”
The

To p10

Right: The Duchess golf shoe.
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Frank van Wezel (left) with KLM Open Tournament Director Daan Slooter at the signing of the sponsorship
agreement between the brand and golf tournament. Above right: The Ischia lifestyle shoe and right the Ostia.
Photos supplied.

Duca del Cosma’s new life cont. from p8
spikeless soles — with dimples instead of metal studs — mean that even the golf shoes can
be worn from the greens to the mall, earning
them the nickname of golf sneakers. While the
technical performance golf shoes can be worn
with anything from jeans to golf shorts, there
is also a specific lifestyle range to appeal to
anyone with a discerning taste in footwear
(and money to spend).
They’ve had an incredible reaction to the
first all golf range, which recently landed, says
Stoffberg. “People go crazy for it.” Especially
on golf estates where the combination of affluent home owners and keen golfers provide
a ready market.
Several CBD stores with premium clientele
also plan on stocking the brand, he adds.
Visiting the high fashion stores to introduce
the lifestyle range is a new experience following his years’ dealing with sport and outdoor
retailers, he confesses. He gained extensive
footwear experience with Hi-Tec SA, first as
sales rep, then in product management and
over the past two years as key accounts manager. “Then Frank gave me this opportunity
with Duca del Cosma,” he beams.
Stoffberg prefers meeting the Duca del Cosma customers himself, to gain a better understanding of their needs and target market, and
will only appoint sales staff at a later stage. “I
believe personal interaction is so important,
because that is how you get to know your client and you are in a much better position to
make decisions with him.”
Even in the current tough economic climate
the brand’s credibility and presentation opens
doors to this premium market segment.
Although Duca del Cosma SA is run as a separate business unit from Hi-Tec SA, with its
own sales force, customers, etc. it does
have the backing of the well-oiled HiTec infrastructure like warehousing,
shipping and transport, marketing and
operational support, plus the use of office space in their Cape Town head office.
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Fast growth is pretty much
an
understatement
as
the energetic Van Wezels
keep on exploring new
opportunities
In Europe, however, the separation is much
more evident. The Duca del Cosma head office
is in Vreeland, close to Van Wezel’s home, and
about twenty minutes from Amsterdam from
where his son Edward now runs Hi-Tec International.
The first products, which recently landed
in South Africa, was selected from the golf
range, but for next year he will introduce lifestyle as well as golf styles.
The brand’s golfing heritage was recently
strengthened when Duca del Cosma became
one of the official sponsors of the KLM Open
for three years, starting in 2018. As part of
the sponsorship, they will provide apparel and
footwear to the more than 1 500 staff members who work at the tournament. Mattiazzo
will also design a special KLM Open collection.
Dating from 1972, the KLM Open is one of Europe’s oldest golf tournaments. “Our alignment
with the KLM Open is the perfect fit,” says
Stoffberg. “This partnership opens many doors
in helping to make the brand’s dream come
true: aspiring and inspiring in golf fashion.”
When Stoffberg selected the South African
range, he had the benefit of the experience
that the brand had gained through international launches.

Miramar and Latina lifestyle shoes.

The new lifestyle and golf collections will be
introduced at the same time as in Europe.
Instead of leisurely enjoying their Cape
Town home and spending time in the city they
adopted as their second home as they planned
a year ago, the Van Wezels have been travelling the globe — opening new offices, appointing subsidiaries, attending trade shows and
seeing to all the responsibilities demanded by
a fast-growing brand.
“At the last sales conference there were
representatives from twenty countries,” Stoffberg recounts. There are subsidiaries in South
Africa, Germany (where golf and lifestyle are
run separately), the UK and Netherlands. The
brand is distributed by agents in Finland, Belgium and various other European countries.
Fast growth is pretty much an understatement — especially since the energetic Van
Wezels keep on exploring new opportunities,
for example, in Asia. They are also looking at
new product categories, like accessories and
luggage, to add to their extensive collections
introduced in seasonal golf and lifestyle catalogues each 60 pages thick.
Both Van Wezels are absolutely passionate
about the brand, says Stoffberg. And as everybody knows, without passion you can’t build
a brand. “Even though he is 76 and chairman
of the company, Frank joins in to help pack
sample boxes when necessary.”
When he bought Duca del Cosma towards
the end of 2016, he said he wanted something small to keep him occupied during semiretirement. But, in Frank van Wezel’s terms,
small is indeed a relative concept.

Brands on the Move
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PUMA celebrates Bolt’s Legacy

ASICS introduces
transformation plan
ASICS EUROPE’S business transformation
plan will enable the brand to build closer
consumer connections and accelerate
growth across EMEA over the next three
years. This coincides with the recent introduction of the new global ASICS brand
campaign, with the brand message I move
me, aimed at inspiring people of all ages and
capabilities to enjoy the physical and mental
benefits of sport.
The new visual identity is the biggest
brand refresh ASICS has undertaken since
the introduction of the ASICS spiral logo in
1992, the brand announced.
“In a rapidly changing consumer landscape we’re confidentially looking to the
future with a focus on leaving a legacy
through sport and building valued consumer connections,” says Alistair Cameron, CEO
of ASICS Europe (right).
According to an announcement earlier
this month, ASICS will focus on building
more direct connections, better serving key
accounts, strengthening its merchandising
and digital marketing capabilities and growing opportunities in emerging markets.
This will enable them to achieve their 2010
growth targets.
“2017 has started slowly after we refocused our distribution strategy of iconic
running models, but the roll-out of the new
business strategy is already proving successful with positive numbers from brand stores
and our emerging markets,” adds Cameron.
“We are fully committed to developing re-

Photo: Nic Serpell-Rand for PUMA

lationships with a broad range of consumers which is reflected in our biggest brand
refresh in 25 years where we aim to inspire a
generation to move.”
In the first half of 2017 consolidated net
sales in the EMEA region were 7.6% down,
but there are positive growth signs: sales in
own stores is up 15%, and sales in Russia and
the Middle-East showed strong growth.
The new retail concept of creating a more
holistic shopping environment, contributed
to own store sales gains. The brand aims to
expand the current 26 ASICS performance
and Onitsuka Tiger stores in the EMEA region to over 100 by 2020 in order to showcase its full range of products to customers
in the most premium retail environment.
Apparel sales grew 4% in the region, driven
by 11% growth in running apparel sales.

Skechers’ new building and ranges
IN ITS MOST recent quarterly presentation,
South African retailers had the opportunity
to select their Q1 2018 Skechers ranges from
more than 1 500 new variants presented by
the local distributors, Brand Folio SA. The Skechers Q1 2018 range presentations were held
in Cape Town and Johannesburg and retailers
from across the country were invited to view,
sort, select and book their orders for the coming year.
Skechers’ extensive offering of new performance, lifestyle and kids’ products gave
retailers the opportunity to select their own
unique ranges, tailored to the needs of their
specific customers.
Up until now the Cape Town launches had to
be done at rented venues. From the next one,
the distributor will be able to host retailers in
its new Cape Town building in the M5 business
park, which is highly visible from the M5 highway. It hosts an office and showroom, and will
also have a flagship retail store.
It was renovated to reflect the brand’s iden-

tity and values, explains Yusuf Vadi, brand
manager, Skechers South Africa. The showroom, for example, is big enough to showcase
more than 3 000 styles from the Skechers lifestyle and performance range.
“Skechers has become one of the most trusted brands in the region,” he says. “We have
a growing customer base in South Africa and,
after Johannesburg, the next best destination
for our showroom is definitely Cape Town. The
new office and showroom will widen our reach
and will give our retailers more location options to view our range.”

SHORTLY BEFORE the IAAF Championships
in August, PUMA held an event honouring the
legend, Usain Bolt, who ran his final races during the championship. At this event, his parents
handed him a custom-designed commemorative pair of PUMA Legacy spikes to remind him
of key moments in his career that have contributed to his legacy as a PUMA athlete.
This reminded him of when his parents,
Wellesley and Jennifer Bolt, handed him his
first ever pair of PUMA running spikes when he
began running on the track in his high school
days.
The Legacy spikes symbolize the start and
finish of Bolt’s professional track and field career. The right shoe is green and purple (his
high school’s colours) and is labelled Forever
with the alpha symbol. The left is golden with
the label Fastest (referring to his great successes as an athlete) and the omega symbol.
His major achievements since 2002 are highlighted on the sock liner of the golden boot.
On the tongue is Bolt’s signature and signature
pose, as well as the Jamaican flag to show the
love he has for his country.
“Usain Bolt has been a transformative figure for track and field and brought a type of
energy that the sport has never seen before,”
says Bjoern Gulden, CEO of PUMA.
“The way he has stayed true to his core messages, family, and fans the whole time has
been what’s really resonated with people all
around the globe. We are proud to have been
working with Usain for so many years now and
our partnership will continue long after his
race.”

Iconic fashion items in
MOMA exhibit
ICONIC FASHION ITEMS such as Levi’s 501
jeans and adidas’ Superstar will be on display
as part of the Items: Is Fashion Modern? exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art (MOMA).
It looks at the role fashion plays in our lives
through 111 items and is the first fashion exhibition at MOMA in 70 years. It runs from 1
October 2017 to 28 January 2018 in New York.
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Red Dot Award for Puma’s evoKNIT Move
PUMA’S EVOKNIT MOVE INFINITE jacket, made
from 3D-knit technology, recently received a Red
Dot Award for High-Quality Design. Combining thermal insulation with ventilation,
the jacket allows the wearer to run the
streets, seamlessly adapting to different
situations and temperatures.
With versatility in mind the jacket
is seamlessly knit, with the aim of
achieving optimum thermo-regulation and offers comfort and reduced friction to the wearer.

Lacoste buys Tecnifibre
LIFESTYLE BRAND Lacoste has bought 80% of the shares in the racket
sport company Tecnifibre. The acquisition will reinforce the tennis
roots of the French clothing and footwear company, world-renowned
for its crocodile logo and polo shirts. The founder, Rene Lacoste, was
a top tennis pro in the early twentieth century, who during the 1960s
also changed the game with the introduction of an oval shaped metal
tennis racket. During the last few decades they, however, concentrated
on providing sportswear, not equipment.
Lacoste is distributed in South Africa by the Surtee Group.
Tecnifibre is another French company, known for the squash and tennis rackets and strings it manufactures.
It is locally distributed by Tecni-Sport in East London.

Nike losing teen appeal
WHILE NIKE is still the most popular brand
among US teens, it is down by 5% compared
to last year, a semi-annual survey shows. It is
now the favourite footwear brand of fewer
than half (46%) of the 6 100 American teens
who responded — last year 51% of 10 000 teens
said Nike was their favourite footwear brand.
Additionally, its Q1 financial results report flat
revenue growth, and the company had to start
a second round of staff layoffs.
The Taking Stock With Teens — Fall 2017 survey by investment firm Piper Jaffray Companies was done across 44 US states and is their
34th teen survey to date.
While Nike’s share of the market dropped,
the retro look of brands like adidas, PUMA
and New Balance, and the streetwear style of
Vans, are gaining popularity.
But, while Nike’s appeal is dropping among
teens in the brand’s strongest market, it is
still far ahead in popularity of other footwear
brands that were selected by teens as their
favourite: Vans is the second most popular
teen brand in the US (12%), followed by adidas
(11%), Converse (7%) and in fifth place, interestingly enough, Birkenstock (2%).
Apparel from athletic brands is also losing
its appeal, the survey shows. Nike still leads
as the favourite clothing brand of 23% of the
teens — but this is 6% down from the spring
survey. This is the single biggest decline of any
brand in the survey.
US clothing brand American Eagle is the second most popular (top brand of 11% of teens),
while adidas, Forever 21 and Hollister are the
favourite clothing brands of 4% of the teens
surveyed.
“For the first time in years, we’ve seen Nike
share moderate as a preferred brand. Offsetting this weakness, we’ve seen an unexpected
rise in trends like streetwear with Vans and Supreme gaining momentum. In addition, other
brands such as adidas, PUMA and New Balance
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have been capturing more mindshare as teens gravitate towards
that 1990s retro look,” says Erinn
Murphy, a Piper Jaffray senior research analyst.
Amazon is the favourite shopping website of nearly half of
the teens surveyed (49%), while
brand online stores like Nike (6%),
American Eagle (5%) and Forever
21 (2%) also feature in the top 5
sites.
The Snapchat app is the most
popular social media platform
among teens (47%), followed by
Instagram (24%) and Facebook
(9%). Twitter (7%) and Pinterest
(1%) have low appeal amongst
American high school pupils.

Revenue just doesn’t do
Q1 revenue for Nike, Inc. was
$9.1-bn (flat compared to the
prior year) and net income went
down by 24% to $950-m (2016 Q1:
$1,25-bn).
From Taking Stock With Teens — Fall 2017
The brand itself reported $8.6er enthusiast consumer now prefers retro and
bn revenue, which is a 1% increase driven by growth in the Greater China, heritage styles from brands like adidas.
Additionally, some of the big US sports stores
EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa), and
aren’t
doing well, which also impacted on the
APLA (Asia Pacific and Latin America) regions,
company’s
results.
as well as a growth in sportswear. Its footwear
In
August,
Nike Inc notified employees of a
($5,49-bn) and equipment ($420-m) revenue
stayed roughly the same as in Q1 2016, but second round of layoffs, with about 2% (about
1 400 people) of its workforce affected. Globapparel increased by 4% to $2,65-bn.
Converse reported $483-m in revenue — a ally it employs about 74 000.
The first round was in June, when the major16% drop, which was mainly driven by a deity of the affected staff were in product decline in the US.
In the EMEA region, Nike apparel revenue in- velopment and technology, and earned higher
creased by 9% to $743-m, equipment by 7% to salaries.
Nike is, however, continuing with its head$130-m and footwear by 1% to $1,47-bn comquarter expansion (said to cost $1-bn), which
pared to Q1 2016.
Industry analysts say that Nike’s core sneak- was started before its problems came to light.
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Above left and middle, as well as bottom right: Speedo’s Sculpture range.

The H2O Activewear Collection was a hit with guests at the media day.

Speedo’s not just for swimmers
SPEEDO’S LATEST RANGE, the H2O Active Collection, is
aimed at the person jogging down the promenade, says
Deidre Scodeller of Brand ID, who introduced it to the
media in October.
The collection enables the wearer to use one outfit for onland and in-water fitness activities. It is supporting, keeps
its shape, and the shaping fabric moves with the wearer.
It’s a fashionable, functional and versatile range, “redefining activewear for today’s healthy lifestyle seeker,”
adds the brand. “Whether in or out of the water, this
sustainable range retains its shape and resists chlorine,
and is available in vibrant prints that effortlessly mix and

match for style variation.”
The collection is also kind to the environment: the
Econyl yarn in the Powerflex Eco fabric, from which the
H2O collection is made, is made from fishing nets, manufacturing by-products and carpet fibres that are transformed into a high quality nylon (see p20 of Q3 2017
Sports Trader).
Speedo also showed off its Sculpture range, which offers better support to add confidence. Designed to help
the wearer look good, it offers tummy control and allover body shaping, bust support, and is designed with
flattering lines for a feminine look.
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StormForce on way to the UK

THE LOCALLY-BORN StormForce brand is setting roots in the United Kingdom: it is the new
Saracens Football Club equipment provider for
the 2017/18 season and now also has a distribution outlet in the UK.
StormForce UK will distribute rugby equipment
and protective gear in the UK market.
The sponsorship agreement with Saracens further works to expand StormForce’s international
reach. The English club is the reigning European
Rugby Champions Cup champ, which they have
now won consecutively the past two years.
The club’s name is said to come from the
“endurance, enthusiasm and perceived invincibility of Saladin’s desert warriors of the 12th
century”. “Our brand aspires to these qualities of endurance, enthusiasm and invincibility,” says Jaco Kirsten, founder of the StormForce brand. “The StormForce slogan, ‘Force
Needs Protection’, will certainly come to live
and be tested as we provide these warriors
with the equipment needed in their preparation of facing their forces.”
StormForce has equipment and protection
for a wide range of activities including rugby,
cricket, hockey, athletics, netball, swimming,
and martial arts. It is locally available from
Orbit Sports.

Orlando Pirates away and home kits.

Popular soccer kits launched
RETAILERS CAN EXPECT high demand from
fans for the latest supporter’s wear from popular soccer clubs Orlando Pirates and Arsenal.
Pirates’ home kit is in the traditional black with
white trim, while their white away kit features
black trim. Both kits have the adidas three
stripes on their shoulders for a retro look. PUMA
also gave heritage a nod with the blue two-tone
treatment of the new Arsenal away kit.
“Going into this new season with a slick
and new jersey that invokes memories of the
past, we hope that this combination of the
old school meeting the new will be part of
the re-awakening of the Buccaneers,” says
Orlando Pirates Brand Activation Manager,

COBRA PUMA GOLFER Bryson DeChambeau’s
first PGA Tour victory was at the John Deere
Classic earlier this year, which secured his PGA
Tour card for two years.
He signed with Cobra PUMA Golf last year
and has been working with the R&D team to
launch its first sets of ONE-length irons, including the KING F7 ONE Length and the KING
Forged ONE irons that he plays with.
“With Tour proven performance, these irons
are optimised for performance providing the
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Tokoloho Moeketsi
Modern technologies include Climacool,
which provides heat and moisture management, and Climalite in the shorts, which removes the need for an inner mesh. The club
crest is heat applied while a debossed skull
and cross bones on the back of the jersey reinforces the club name.
Arsenal introduced blue into their kit in
1892 and it has subsequently been a feature
of many away kits. The 2017/18 kit features
a modern and stylish graphic fade made up of
repeat silhouettes of the club’s crest — the
same design is on the sleeves of all the new
Arsenal shirts.

High jumper a PUMA star
GERMANY’S MARIE-LAURENCE JUNGFLEISCH is one of PUMA’s newest ambassadors. The 26-year old high jumper
is currently in 3rd place for best outdoor
jumper and tied in 11th for best indoor
jumper on the IAAF rankings, following her performance at the 2017 World
Championship.
Last year she finished second in her event
at the European Athletics Team Championships, which helped Germany take gold,
and this year June she earned her 5th German Championship title in a row.

PGA victory for Cobra Golfer

Photo: Getty Images

Arsenal’s away kit

soft feel, distance and precision demanded by
the best golfers.”
He wears clothing, footwear and accessories
from the 2017 autumn/winter collection:
• TITANTOUR IGNITE DISC Shoes: Constructed for
extreme stability and performance, and comfort
with IGNITE foam for energy return cushioning.
• Volition America Pounce Polo: Proceeds help
support families of American military heroes.
• His signature TOUR Driver Cap can be styled
for any on or off-course occasion. Features
include a moisture-wicking performance
sweatband to protect sweat from affecting his game and a classic brim designed to
shield the face from the sun.

Skechers invests in soccer
SKECHERS IS the sponsor of all leading soccer
tournament broadcasted on DSTV’s SuperSport channels: the FA Premier League, UEFA
Champions League, Super DISKI PSL, FA Cup,
Nedbank Cup, MTN 8, Telecom Knockout,
UEFA Europa League and other magazine
shows that air on SuperSport.
“Soccer is big part of the African sport culture,” says Yusuf Vadi, Brand Manager for
Skechers South Africa, which is distributed
by Brand Folio. “People of all ages, men and
women, kids and adults, all enjoy the sport
and it is definitely the right platform to communicate, interact and engage with our target
market.”
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Bata SA revamps and repositions
BATA SOUTH AFRICA has been undergoing nationwide repositioning, to bring it in-line with
its global objectives of improving the overall
customer shopping experience. New appointments have been made in senior management
and the manufacturing division will be reviewed soon. This is coupled with recent campaigns aimed at increasing a retail presence,
especially amongst independents.
“Transformation of the brand is already underway, with the closing of some stores and
the revamping of others,” says John Harman,
Bata SA country manager. “The aim is to reposition Bata from being predominantly a
wholesaler to more of a retailer, by improving
the overall shopping experience for the customer.”
Bata has been always been known in South
Africa for its Toughees range of school shoes,
but the brand is now also focussing on appealing to the more fashion-savvy customer. Following extensive research, the company will
be expanding its retail presence in targeted
B and C grade malls throughout the country.
Merchandise and brands carried by Bata SA is
also under review.
The Bata brands and merchandise is being
reviewed with more emphasis on promoting
trendy footwear lines, says Harman. The local brand Tomy Takkies line will, for example,
be repositioned. All sectors, including distribution, marketing and product development,
are being reviewed.
Globally, Bata has 5200 retail stores in more
than 70 countries, as well as production facilities in 18 countries.
When Bata launched its winter 2018 ranges
to retailers, carefully curated to help increase
market presence, the Cape Town guests were
treated to a trip out into the Table Bay waters.
“Bata is enhancing its vision through contemporary product offerings that appeal to
various consumer lifestyles, which resonate
with style and trend consciousness,” says Harman. “As a result, Bata is elevating its brands
from the functional collections to a range that
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offers a multiple array of casual, versatile and
stylish lines.
“Bata has a reputation for reliability, which
has been further advanced with the introduction of innovative technology into our footwear, making a wider variety of fashionable
footwear more accessible to a discerning and
chic customer.
“Whether it is the rugged, reliable Weinbrenner for the outdoor enthusiast, or the latest athletic technology of Power footwear for
athletes, we intend to regulate selective distribution to retailers to augment their existing
markets,” he adds.
“Weinbrenner, North Star, Bubblegummers
and Power are successful brands in several
countries and we believe that we are well
positioned to launch these products into our
diverse South African market that is willing to
pay a reasonable price for quality,” says Alex
Gordon, head of Bata SA’s Non-Retail Sales Division.
The new Tomy Takkies range features stylish
models in new uppers, for example knits, and
colours. The monochrome canvas did well for
them, but they are now also exploring more
market options.
Bata is also relaunching North Star into the
South African market. The Canadian brand was
created in the 70’s and locals might still remember it from their younger days.
In addition, Bata’s popular children’s Bubblegummers brand will be in 30 Edgars stores
in November. “We are confident that the international appeal of this range will apply
locally,” says Gordon. “The vibrant colours
and styles are a good match for South Africa’s
modishly contemporary kids.”

Bata SA Country Manager John Harman

Above: Bata SA’s Swastika Juggernath (marketing
manager) and Alex Gordon (head of the Non-Retail
Sales Division).
Bottom left: Part of the Tomy Takkies winter 2018
range.

Own the moment with Velvet Rope
PUMA’S LATEST women’s collection, Velvet Rope, is inspired by its name sake: that dividing
line between the queue and the party, says the brand. “You can choose to wait. Or you can
choose to stand out and own the moment with a confidence that radiates and commands.
“This season’s collection features inspiring pieces for women to wear while boldly breaking the rules and following their instincts to find their best selves.
“Velvet Rope is a tech-infused collection with sportstyle and training pieces that carry a
commanding confidence in any setting. Inspiration was taken from the world in which the
Velvet Rope lives. Colour palettes blend autumn hues with metallic: olive and copper, navy
and silver. Silhouettes stun, flatter, and support. Materials perform at any time of the day or
night, from strong Lycra to soft velvet.”
The collection forms part of the DO YOU campaign, which brings together women from
different fields – each
telling a story of bravery and confidence to
inspire others around
them.
Kylie Jenner, South Africa’s Nomzamo Mbatha (right) and New York
City Ballet dancers Olivia
Boisson, Mimi Staker,
Emilie Gerrity, Meagan
Mann and Unity Phela
embody the collection’s
DO YOU attitude.
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Footwear news

IGNITE the running track with NETFIT

PUMA’S NETFIT lacing system is designed so that the wearer can
customise how the shoe fits, offering “infinite
performance and style options in one shoe,”
says the brand. IGNITE NETFIT running shoe,
aimed at short to mid-distance runners, is
the first to feature it.
The NETFIT upper is made from mesh,
which enables users to lace their shoes according to their individual needs. “[Wearers] will now have complete control and
versatility over how they lace up,”
adds PUMA. “No matter the style,
needs, or shape, anyone can customize their shoe the way they see fit. The
options are limitless, bringing customisation to another level and giving everyone
the chance to be as creative as they possibly can.”
The EverTrack outsole rubber adds durability and traction from heel
to toe, and its flex grooves give full flexibility at toe off. The outsole
also features a redesigned transition line from the heel to the toe that
mimics the natural gait of the user for a smooth ride.
The likes of Usain Bolt and Andre De Grasse wore the shoe while they
trained for this year’s World Championships in London. “I do a lot of
training — sometimes a bit too much — and it’s always different,” says
Bolt. “Sometimes I’m doing power work, and then sometimes it’s speed
and agility work, so it’s important to have a shoe that’s flexible enough
to do the right exercise.”
The technology allows him to get the best fit as well as to get creative. “Sometimes you wish you could just design shoes purely tailored
to your own feet and now you can. Plus, they look great, and that’s
always the most important thing, right?”

Skechers GOmed Speed 4 for long distance running
THE SKECHERS PERFORMANCE GOmeb Speed 4, the footwear of choice
of Meb Keflezighi (winner of NY and Boston marathons), was launched at
Ironman 70.3. Durban in June and the shoe has received some great
feedback and created a buzz in the running community, says brand distributor Brand Folio LLC.
“Being the official racing shoe of elite marathoner and Skechers Performance ambassador [Keflezighi] the GOmeb 4 is proven to be the best shoe
for high mileage racing.”
As an upgrade to the GOmeb Speed 3, the 4th variant offers a bit more
cushioning with a stack height and midsole thickness of 4mm and comes
with a virtually seamless GO KNIT upper that is supportive, comfortable
and breathable. The GOmeb Speed 4 carries forward the lightweight
and responsive 5Gen cushioning, the Dupont Delrin outsole plate to
deliver a quick response and provide structure and stability with every
stride. The Dupont Hytrel heel counter keeps the foot stable and the
lightweight, durable and the flexible parametric web outsole provides
multi-surface traction. The GOmeb Speed 4 comes with a lockdown
lacing system for a secure fit and has reflective details on the upper,
helpful for night runs.
“If you’re in doubt which shoe you would prefer from the Skechers
collection for your next track session or speed session on the road, here
is the shoe for you”, says Ismail Ssenyange, marathon runner and Skechers Performance brand ambassador. “It has been designed
for speed with high level of stability with minimum cushioning
just enough as a racing shoe or
any interval session you would
prefer to go for.”
The GOmeb Speed 4 is flat designed to be sleek, snug and fast.
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Respected brand is back in South Africa

Olympic offers specialist hockey and netball shoes
FIELD HOCKEY is a fast sport that requires both straight line and lateral
running, which means that a hockey
shoe must offer cushioning, grip, support and a great fit. The new Enforcer
technical hockey shoe from Olympic
International (above left) meets all
these requirements, says Stuart Hopwood, Group Head of Marketing at local distributor Bolton Footwear.
It is critically important for
hockey players to wear technical footwear that offers shock absorption, stability and cushioning.
The Enforcer has an outer sole stabiliser and eyelet locking system that offer support and enhanced weight distribution. It has a technical sock with
durable and breathable uppers to ensure that it dries quickly, and a padded
tongue and collar that add comfort
and improved ankle support. The lightweight phylon midsole and aggressive
rubber outsole offers added traction.
Netball is arguably the sport with
the most dynamic impact on the players’ lower legs, which have to cope
with short sprints, rapid stopping and

change of direction throughout the
game. The new Olympic International
Goalie technical netball shoe (above)
has a stabiliser in the outsole for extra
support and increased weight distribution. The aggressive outsole offers both
grip and added traction on the court.
The durable, breathable upper ensures that it dries fast. An eyelet locking system enhances the fit and the
technical sock is removable for easy replacement. A padded tongue and collar
offer added comfort and ankle support.
The midsole is lightweight phylon.
“Cross trainers don’t offer the support you need when jumping, turning
and stopping,” says Hopwood who
explains that ankle and foot injuries
are very common amongst netballers. “That is why you need a really
good fit that is snug and lightweight,
and prevents the instep from slipping
outwards.”
The midsole of a technical netball
shoe has to offer both shock absorption and bounce-back qualities and
the sole should be low to decrease the
risk of rolling your ankle, he adds.

WELL-KNOWN SPORTS BRAND
Lotto is back in South Africa, and
is distributed by Bearded Monkey
whose founder has more than a
decade’s experience in distribution. The 44-year old brand, Lotto, has a strong footprint in more
than 60 countries worldwide.
Since 2004, founder Nick Aitken has held positions as sales
agent and sales manager for Polo,
worked for Busby House as an
agent for Guess, and has founded
his own shirt brand, Vogel & Aitken, in 2009, which is still active.
Bearded Monkey was launched
this year, but it had been many
years in the making with careful
planning. The final push came
after Aitken attended the Pitti
Uomo fashion fair in Italy, where
he saw the heritage sneaker
range Lotto Leggenda as well as
2Star, a high-end sneaker range.
2Star’s quality and the fact that
it’s made in Italy, and Lotto Leggenda’s rich Italian heritage and
association with the sporting stars
through the ages, are what made
them stand out.
In South Africa, Bearded Monkey is also focusing on Lotto’s
tennis, soccer and training/gym
footwear and clothing ranges,
because these are still the
brand’s strengths.
2Star’s sneaker range for
adults is “perfect for strolls

beachside or going about town,”
explains the distributor. “Italians
love to look good, and they love
to pay for quality. That’s why
2Star is a feted member of the
Italian fashion scene, and one of
the hottest footwear trends you
can own.”
Lotto Leggenda taps into Lotto’s
rich heritage and offers product with
a fashionable spin. With heritage
at the forefront of sneaker fashion
styles, these sneakers will find strong
appeal among consumers.
The distributor also has plans to
open two stores in Cape Town and
Johannesburg and already has an
online shop in
place.

Hike anywhere, any time with Hi-Tec
HI-TEC’S LATEST hiking offerings are built for performance. Of course,
it doesn’t hurt that they’re easy on the eyes either. Your customers are
bound to fall in love with the Bandera Lite and V-lite Wild-Life Scorpion.
The men’s Bandera Lite is ideal for hikes and walks in all weather conditions: the waterproof suede and high performance mesh upper create
breathability and comfort, the MDT (Multi Directional Traction) technology in the outsole has strategically-placed flex points to offer traction
up- and downhill and as natural as possible foot movement, and the padded collar protects from chafing when lacing up for a snug fit.
The weekend warrior will enjoy the V-lite Wild-Life Scorpion shoe for
hiking as well as urban wearing: it was built for durability, performance
and constructed with high-grade lightweight fabrics and
materials. Some of its features include a reflective
heel webbing for added safety, a moulded heel chassis for added stability and protection, and the newly-developed adjustable 3D non-slip lace for a
personalised fit. Other features in
the shoe are a lightweight and durable fork shank for flexibility and
stability, ultra-impact absorbing
and high-rebound XLR8 CMEVA midsole for long-lasting cushioning, and the durable
MDT outsole that offers grip and stability on tougher terrain.
Left top to bottom: Bandera Lite and
V-lite Wild-Life Scorpion.
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Epic winter 2018 from Bolton Footwear
EARLY INDICATIONS are that
the winter 2018 season from
Bolton Footwear’s men’s
ranges is going to be epic,
due to a number of factors.
The first, and most exciting, one is the re-launch of the
Dawie men’s and kids range. Retailers will remember the successful programme of 2009-2013,
when the Dawie range formed
part of the Jordan offering. With
the re-launch in W18 this group
is now housed under the Renegade brand. The men’s range has
been updated to ensure versatility,
while remaining fashionable. It still offers a
size 5-12 size curve and stock is open packs.
The kids range, however, remains unchanged,
including the built-up sole that combines rubber and EVA for comfort and durability. In the
past, this shoe was popular as school wear.
This replenishment line is already sold out
for February 2018, with the second drop due
mid-March.
Renegade is already proving to be a musthave brand this winter season. “We identified
that price is a key factor for retailers today
and, more importantly, the end-consumer. For
this reason, we have made it our mission to
introduce a range of product that will suit all
consumer pockets,” says Jody Henry of local
distributor Bolton Footwear. “With the help
of retailers, we finalised the range after our
roadshow in August and we bought the stock
upfront.” They are currently selling off ex-

adidas 3D shoe awarded
THE 2017 Innovation By Design Awards winner in the Products category, adidas Futurecraft 4D, is the first 3D-printed running shoe
that is available for mass production. The
brand will have produced 5 000 pairs by the
end of 2017 and is planning on 100 000 more
by the end of next year.
Other brands such as Nike, Under Armour
and New Balance all have their own 3D technologies — but these are often only available
in limited edition, explains awards presenter
Fastcode Design. It adds that New Balance
has indicated that it will start mass 3D printing and manufacturing in 2018, but didn’t
supply figures.
The adidas shoe beats other finalists such
as Levi’s Commuter (a jacket that connects
to mobile devices, allowing hands-free use),
Nike’s Zoom Vaporfly 4% (running shoe designed for marathon runners) and its Pro Hijab (breathable and lightweight performance
hijab for female Muslim athletes), the VR
Oculus Touch wireless
controllers,
etc. The full list can be
viewed on Fastcode
Design’s website.

Winter 2018 Range
Now Available

Top to bottom: Anton Fabi is popular with retailers; Dawie is now housed under the Renegade
brand; the Rutherford Taupe style from
Renegade; and Jordan.

stock for March delivery.
Renegade will also offer
a lifestyle range and this
will include a kids range for
winter.
Bolton Footwear adopted the same approach when it launched the Jordan
brand for W18. Price point is the
major factor for this
brand. With the bulk
of sales coming from
the independent retailers, their objective
was to develop product for a retail price of
around R499, and succeeded in achieving a
retail price of between R459 to R499, allowing the retailer an 80% mark-up after tax. This
approach is in line with their dominant performance in 2015, when Jordan was a must-have
sneaker brand. “Ask your agent about Jordan
Nixon, which was a follow on to the 2015 hitop Kevin,” suggests Henry. As with Renegade,
the Jordan brand was bought upfront and current orders are taken from ex-stock with a
March delivery. The size range on offer is 5-12
and stock is open packs.
“Since we relaunched Anton Fabi as a synthetic formal brand in summer 2016, it has
been one of our best performing brands,” says
Henry. “Anton Fabi has, no doubt, ruffled some
feathers in the industry. Season upon season
we have won retailers back with our styling
and price points.” What he finds more encouraging is that retailers are prepared to commit
early to ensure they get their stock and they
had received the bulk of their retail orders by
end September. “This highlights the fact that
we have a brand that the retailer needs and,
more importantly, we have a brand that the
consumer is willing to spend money on.”
Anton Fabi is in a unique situation in that it
offers both imported and local product. This
approach allows them to offer replenishable
merchandise during, and in-between, season,
resulting in brand awareness for 12 months of
the year. “One of our local ranges to look out
for this winter is our hi-shine moccasin range
Winston,” says Henry. “It is a combination of
tassel, penny mocc and plain vamp moccasin
in oxblood, black and cognac brush-off finish.”
The wholesale price is
R249.

Gino

Raul

Alfredo

Silvano

Mattia

www.antonfabi.co.za
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contact your Fabi agent or
call on 021 590 7025 for agent details
to order.

Slides and flip-flops
set the pace in sandals
p22 :: Apparel & Footwear

Pool slides and flip-flops will be seen on the feet of everybody — from the high fashion fundis, to relaxing athletes,
to those who just want to enjoy comfort on their feet.
The latest styles for sandals and water shoes range from
pretty to practical, reports LINZA DE JAGER

T

he sandal fashion flavours of the
season are a sophisticated interpretation of the pool slide and a
high-end version of the flip-flop.
Pool slides even feature in the
collections of top designers like Valentino and
Louis Vuitton.
Valentino’s pool slides range from the sporty
to the glamorous — for example, reinterpreted as a white platform with metal trim. Louis
Vuitton’s slides feature bold criss-cross Velcro
detail. Other designers have given pool slides
luxe treatments in fur and leather.
The flip-flop has been described as the season's more surprising break-out star, especially
when reinterpreted with flair features like ribbon tied at the ankle.
The stylish yachting set will be wearing
knee-high strappy sandals in bright summery
hues in flats and high heels, according to the
Chanel Resort '18 collection. Valentino's models took to the runways in high heel sandals
with embellished ankle bands and crisscross
detail — often paired with socks with a sporty
trim. The sock and sandal high fashion trend is
continuing, with socks varying from the simple, funky to shimmery.

Local slides and thongs

Pool slides and flip-flops, or thongs, feature
equally strong in the sandal ranges available
to local retailers, albeit in somewhat more
subdued and practical styles.

Hi-Tec

The designs of the Hi-Tec flip-flops or thongs
have been selected to dovetail nicely with
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the rest of the brand’s footwear and apparel
ranges, says Gordon Stokes of local distributor
Hi-Tec SA.
Functionality, comfort, practicality and style
are the driving forces in the Hi-Tec range,
which also applies to their sandal range, he
adds
Catering for most activities, the full Hi-Tec
sandal range consists of men’s, ladies’ and
junior sandals ranging from casual flip-flops to
performance outdoor sandals.

Consistency is important in the ranges from
season to season, Stokes says. Their more
popular styles like Crater (bottom left),
Ula Unisex adventure sandal and Reef Strap
(above) closed sandal, which has a suede
leather upper, will therefore again feature
strongly. Comfort and durability, provided by
the moulded EVA foot-bed and durable rubber
outsoles, are key to the range.
Their flip-flops are available in color palettes
that are inspired by the outdoors, with pure
natural colours combined with warm shades
and tones. Natural materials like leather, cork
and cotton feature strongly.

Jeep

The flip-flops and slides in the Jeep range have
been given an adventure treatment.
The lightweight Ghana flip-flop (above) has a
comfort foot bed, EVA midsole and rubber out-

“Our female consumer
was asking for a combination of cute styling, all
day comfort, and excellent
quality.”
sole, while the Malawi slide features a leather
upper and comfort features like a breathable
lining, cushioned foot bed and non-slip rubber
outsole.
The Venom is a new style slide with adjustable Velcro straps on the leather upper. It
features a breathable lining and comfort foot
bed.

Performance styles in the range include the
Denton trial suede sandal, and the leather
Anaconda, affordable Adder and suede Viper
(above) adventure sandals.

Olympic
A colourful range of Olympic sandals has been
developed for Summer 2018, says Fahiem Frizlar of local distributor Bolton Footwear. On
offer are a combination of styles like thongs,
bandage straps and ladies push-ins.
A few outdoor styles have been introduced
for men’s and ladies.
It’s all about comfort, easy wearing and
functional protection this summer, says Frizlar. “Designs feature strappy summer looks
— nothing too heavy. Even outdoor styles are
more open within reason.”
The uppers feature a combination of neoprene and materials like mesh, velcro straps,
and PU in different colour and textures. “Colours are conducive to the conditions, yet some
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textures do pop some subtle colour contrasts,”
he says.

PUMA

Puma offers a variety of slide options, which
include athletic slides (pool slides) like Leadcat, Popcat and Divecat, and more lifestyle
fashion based options like Xcelcat (for men)
and Style (for ladies), says Alexander Hulley
of PUMA SA.
Upper materials include synthetic leather,
with seasonal designs seen in graphics and
logo executions.
Popular base colours are black and chocolate
brown, accompanied by seasonal print colours
like NRGY Peach, Hawaiian Surf and Cherry
Tomato, with some iridescent uppers adding
bling for the ladies.
The soles feature IMEVA and rubber components.

Reef Brazil
The new Reef Voyage men’s performance and
lifestyle leather sandals feature the registered
Reef Swellular Technology, says Brenton Jessop of local distributor Because I Can.
This is built around three layers of innovative material: a super-soft, contoured foam
deck for instant comfort, a medium-density
midsole for long-lasting support, and a highdensity rubber outsole for traction, protection
and durability.
Reef Voyage, the newest silhouette in the
Swellular family, offers “the perfect blend of
all the comfort, support, and traction from
Swellular Technology, elevated with clean,

Anatomical
footbed with
heel cupping
and arch support for all day
comfort

Exclusive cushion
rubber molded for
improved traction

The flip-flop has been described as the season’s
more surprising break-out
star.
timeless styling,” says Jessop. “It takes you
to any occasion, fits into any wardrobe, with
quality and durability backed by Reef’s limited
lifetime warranty.”
The Voyage LE is made of low-environmental
impact ISA LITE leather that is waterproof, durable, and yet soft enough to shorten the length
of break-in. The commitment to environmental
responsibility that underpins ISA leather carries
throughout the Reef footwear line.
“The non-abrasive strap construction helps
provide all day comfort in a sandal that can
stand the test of time, water, and travel, with
all the style benefits of a classic, leather sandal,” says Jessop. “We believe this will be one
of the best products we’ve ever made — certainly one of the most versatile.”
The popular new Contoured Cushion men’s
after sport and lifestyle sandal stands out in
terms of ultra-comfort and “you only need to
pick up and touch a pair to feel the superior
softness and comfort,” says Jessop. It features a water-friendly synthetic nubuck upper
with a padded jersey lining and a super-soft
moulded PU footbed with built-in anatomical
arch support, which contributes to the overall comfort. The colours range from standard
black and brown with a pop of colour in the
new grey/blue option.
The men’s Fanning performance and lifestyle
sandal is always a best seller, says Jessop. It
is popular because of “innovative comfort and
functionality features suited to the most discerning customer.”
The brand is proud of its fit-quality-comfort
profile, which is also the premise behind the
Fanning sandal, he explains. It features a
water-friendly synthetic nubuck upper and a

Comfort lined
interior of the
straps have been
carefully textured
to reduce friction
against the skin

Made with
100% PVC-free
materials

contoured compression moulded EVA foot bed
with built-in anatomical arch support that
contributes to the overall comfort. It also has
a full 360° heel airbag enclosed in soft polyurethane, a grippy outsole that makes it ideal
for use on wet slippery surfaces and a church
key bottle opener that comes in handy on
most occasions.

For ladies only
Several of the brands offer unisex styles, but
some offer performance sandals with feminine
touches.

Hi-Tec

The current ladies sandal range from Hi-Tec
will continue into Summer 2018 “with the popular Ansellia Collection (above) as our heroes
for the season,” Stokes says.
Once again, comfort is important, with an
ergonomic foot-bed and feminine details completing the range. “Colour palettes here are
kept as subtle and neutral as possible," he
adds.

Jeep

The Jeep ladies Adventure category has grown
this summer with the addition of the new Orion style in two colours. In current styles like
Fern, Blossom and Violet (above) the upper
colours have been changed.
All Jeep adventure sandals have a non-slip
rubber outsole, easy adjustable straps, and
made material.
feature top grade man-

A significantly
stronger strap
design is the
result of extensive
prototyping

In the Poolside category the Ara fashionable
flops (above) feature decorative embellishments, while the upper and foot bed of the
Lyra is in leather for a more boho look (bohemian hippy).

Reef Brazil
The soft, oval toe
post is designed
to perfectly fit
between the toes

The new ladies lifestyle fashion Reef Escape
collection revolutionises the rubber sandal,
says Jessop. “It is a bold new women’s collection that is up for anything, taking you anywhere on (or spontaneously off) your agenda.”
"Reef Escape is a great example of consumer-centric design thinking,” says To p26
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Water shoes:

Performance
with style

O

utdoor sandals designed to be
worn for water sports have also
been given the haute couture
treatment — Prada, for example,
designed a fisherman’s sandal to
which they added lots of metal details.
The water shoes that are available in the local market, however, have more of a performance focus and come in more practical styles.

Two new styles from Rocky

"We will offer two new styles in the Rocky
strappy water shoe range," says Jeremy Nel
from Crown Footwear, local distributor of the
popular outdoor sandal range.
The Walker (below) is available in camo,
aqua and charcoal, while the closed toe Phoenix (above) is available in aqua. Both can be
adjusted for comfort and fit.

drainage. It is available in yellow mesh with
royal blue or pink mesh with neon pink shoes.
The Hydro Step Jnr (green, below) has a
padded mesh upper and a black rubberised
sole for grip in all conditions. The sole design
follows the contour of the foot for supreme
grip and comfort, making it the ideal footwear
for the beach, rocks and at the poolside. It is
available in aqua green.
Hydro Tech water shoes feature the Aqualine
signature padded mesh upper as well as the
black, rubberised sole that provides grip in all
conditions. It has an adjustable toggle that
ensures perfect fit. The shoes, available in navy blue with royal blue
mesh, or black with grey mesh,
can be used for all water and
outdoor activities, De Wet says.
The Hydro Glow has a padded mesh upper and a black,
rubberised sole that provides
grip in all conditions. A Velcro
strap has been added to ensure perfect
fit. It is available in neon pink with black
trim, and neon blue with black trim.
Hydro Cross (blue/grey, left) features
a padded mesh upper and a black, rubberised, reinforced sole that provides
excellent grip and added comfort. Elas-

Durable and water-resistant materials like
nylon has been used more extensively in
the manufacturing of Hi-Tec’s outdoor
and water-friendly sandals.
tic laces ensure a snug fit, says De Wet. It is
available in black/grey with a royal blue trim.
A super stretch fabric upper that dries
quickly and provides excellent ventilation, makes the ultra lightweight and
flexible Hydro Lite Pro suitable for a
wide variety of activities, like water
aerobics, surfing, beach volleyball, Pilates, weight training, sailing, swimming,
boating, kayaking, windsurfing, yoga and
countless other activities, says De Wet.
The quick-drain and anti-slip rubber outsole has multiple drainage holes. The shoe
can also be compressed to minimise packing space. It is available in black, magenta
and royal blue.

Sandals cont. from p23
A strappy nylon braid has been used on the
upper to provide strength and comfort, as well
as breathability and water tolerance.
A phylon and rubber outsole ensures maximum grip on wet surfaces.

Aqualine for the family
The Aqualine range of water shoes offers
something for every member of the family
— from kids, teens to moms and dads — who
want to protect their feet while enjoying all
the benefits of all kinds of water sports.
A rubberised sole that provides grip in all
conditions is a feature of Hydro Kidz water
shoes, says Kevin de Wet of local distributor
De Wet Sports. “The shoes are ideal for kids on
the beach, rocks and at the poolside.”
A padded mesh upper allows for comfort and
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Jessop. “Reef analysed the rubber sandal market and uncovered a unique opportunity to
improve upon the basic rubber sandal design.
Our female consumer was asking for a combination of cute styling, all day comfort, and excellent quality. A beautiful product that solves
a category weakness, we could not be more
excited to launch the Reef Escape collection.”
It was designed to inspire confidence in quality and comfort and empower the rebellious,
yet refined, woman who embraces living in
the moment, he continuous. The Reef Escape
provides all day comfort with the exclusive
Reef cushion rubber, which was developed
by VF-sourced engineers. “The squishy footbed blends EVA foam with rubber to strike
the perfect balance between durability and
softness.” All components have been made
with 100% PVC-free material as an example

of Reef’s commitment to the environment,
points out Jessop.
In lieu of the typical “stamped rubber bottom,” each Reef Escape Lux sandal is moulded
and shaped into an anatomical footbed with
heel cupping for reinforcement foam and arch
support, which revolutionises the rubber sandal by prioritising comfort over cost.
It is available in simple, neutral colours,
juxtaposed with bold, unpredictable prints to
fit any occasion. “The sun-kissed colours of
blush, corals and lime in the Escape Lux were
inspired by vintage California — the prints incorporate the detailing of popular California
stones such as marble and turquoise.”
Each sandal is built with superior strap and
toe post strength to prevent blow-outs and
elevated with a comfortable matte lining to
reduce rubbing, says Jessop.
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Denim
gets active
With the rise of the athleisure trend, where many people
have opted to swop their denim jeans with yoga pants,
denim is the unlikely player to have adapted itself and
now caters for this flexible, active, market.

T

he much-loved denim — once a sturdy and stiff workwear item, later a
fashion item — has evolved, and is
now in some cases being marketed
to active consumers when it offers
performance properties previously only seen in
technical sport or outdoor clothing.
These performance denims have the authentic woven denim look, but a softer, knitted feel, and they are seen in the likes of jog
jeans and yoga wear. Diesel was one of the
first brands to notice the performance denim
potential when it created its Jogg Jean range
of kitted denims.
The traditionally sport focused trade show,
ISPO Munich, this year noticed an increase in denim entries in the Street
Sports* category in TEXTRENDS. “As
lifestyle trends change with the
pursuit of healthier lifestyles and
higher impact activities, the consumers’ love of denim is crossing over into new territories,”
writes Louisa Smith, trend
scout for ISPO. “This growth
is directly linked to consumers’ interest in transcending functional factors from their outdoor and
sports activities to their daily
lives, as living wear attributes
to active lifestyles.
“Denim has continued to adapt
to ever-changing trends with new
innovations in fabrics and the
adoption of new silhouettes not
typically designed for denim,”
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“As lifestyle trends change
with the pursuit of healthier lifestyles and higher
impact activities, the consumers’ love of denim is
crossing over into new
territories.”
says Dio Kurazawa, director of denim at trend
predictor WGSN. “I believe the denim industry
is on track for even the newest market trend,
sportcore, which embraces a more streetstyle
approach to athleisure.”
Denim has been able to extend into this performance market greatly because of the cotton
price spike a few years ago: in order to survive,
mills started to experiment with hybrid blends
so that they could use less cotton. Today, some
of these hybrids mix cotton with the likes of
nylon and spandex, creating performance denim with enhanced flexibility that embrace and
* Fabrics entered into TEXTRENDS’ Street Sports
category competition range from denim with new
performance levels, to lighter functional fabrics,
and finishes with a fashionable edge for use on
second and outer layers. As the name suggests,
the annual TEXTRENDS competition offers an indication of upcoming textile trends. It forms part of
the annual ISPO Munich sport trade show, with the
next show taking place 28-31 January. The trade
show is expected to attract more than 2 700 exhibitors and around 85 000 visitors.
** The Around the Denim World in 80 Days survey was conducted between September and November 2016 among consumers in Germany,

support the body.
The new wave of denim also features technical properties such as moisture management,
fast-drying, thermal regulation, anti-rip, and
UV protection.
In the end, however, it is still a must that the
new generation of denim looks like authentic
denim to appeal to the core loyal customer.

Other directions during 2017
Denim is one of the most dynamic and democratic fabrics on the market, says Samuel Trotman, WGSN’s senior editor for denim.
While on the one hand the denim jean is
branching out into new performance markets,
on the other it is taking a step up from its
heritage (that of a working garment) by being crafted into a refined garment suitable
for corporate office wear. Earlier this year we
saw designers take inspiration from the 40’s,
creating garments such as a polished coverall with a vintage-inspired fit, and minimalist
jacket and jean designs that can be mixed and
matched.
Spain, the US, China and Brazil, asking them
their thoughts on the jeanswear market as well as
about durability, comfort, fit and appearance.
*** Cotton Incorporated works to increase the
demand and profitability of cotton. Its Lifestyle
Monitor surveys provides it with marketing data to
analyse, which allows it to better inform decision
makers on the global cotton supply chain. Lifestyle Monitor has been running since 1994, and
measures consumers’ attitudes and habits relating to apparel, apparel performance, fashion, the
environment, home furnishings, shopping, fiber
selection, etc. US consumers between the ages of
13-70 are surveyed online.
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Topshop’s clear cut mom jeans and PRPS’s Barracuda jeans, both of which have
been sold by Nordstrom. Photos: Nordstrom.

Apart from these practical and stylish examples of denim use, there are some … original
design concepts, all of which appeared this
year:
• American retailer Nordstrom sold PRPS’s
Barracuda dirty jeans, designed to look like
they’re covered in mud. It describes them as
Americana workwear that’s seen some hardworking action with a crackled, caked-on
muddy coating that shows you’re not afraid
to get down and dirty.
◦◦ Nordstrom also sold some unique jeans
designs from Topshop, for example, clear
knee mom jeans with panels cut out over
the knees and covered in plastic and a pair
of high-waisted, shorts with red, white
and blue fringing along the pockets … creating the impression of wearing a cheerleader’s pom poms.
• Levi’s and Vetements teamed up for a pair
of bare butt jeans, which zip down the back
and all the way to the front.
• Barneys New York sold Ben Taverniti’s inside
out, unravelling, cropped jeans from his
appropriately-named Unravel Project. Even
the front pockets were turned inside out.
To name but a few.

The jeans market’s worth
Globally, the jeans market is worth $56.55bn, Malcolm Newbery Consulting found when
compiling its Global market review of denim
and jeanswear — forecasts to 2022 report on
behalf of just-style (an apparel and textile industry analyst and research company).
Europe accounts for $19.60-bn and the US
for $19.80-bn, totalling 70% of the world’s
market share. By 2022, the global market will
be worth $59.46-bn predicts the report.
The report estimates that the US accounts
for 37% of world units, followed by Europe and
Turkey (25%), Asia (22%) and South America
(12%). The rest of the world accounts for 4%.
It has found that there were around 1 959-m
jeans units made in 2017, and this means that
a pair of jeans is bought by one in four people

Samples entered into the TEXTRENDS Street Sports category attracted a lot of attention from ISPO visitors. Photo: Frommel fotodesign for Messe München GmbH.

The new wave of denim
also features technical
properties such as moisture management, fastdrying, thermal regulation,
anti-rip, and UV protection.
each year.
Based on their findings, the authors expect 2
089-m units of jeans to be made by 2022 — a
growth of 6.6% over the next five years.

How much do they cost?
The world average retail price for a pair of
jeans is $28.87 per unit, reveals Malcolm Newbery Consulting’s report. The average jean
price per continent varies, for example $40 in
Europe, but between $15-17 in South America.
In the US it’s on average $53, reveals Invista’s
Around the Denim World in 80 Days report**.
“This huge apparel market is segmented by
price in an extreme way,” write the authors.
“There is no good logical explanation as to why
jeans have such huge retail price differentials.
Why consumers are prepared to pay what they
are prepared to pay for a garment, is an integral
part of the fascination of the fashion industry.”
As an attempt to better understand what kind
of consumers buy jeans in its four price bands,
Malcolm Newbery Consulting created a pricefashion matrix for each. Its survey found:
• Low ($10-30): this person just wants jeans
that work for him.
• Lower middle ($30-60): he is prepared to
pay more for better quality and wants to
wear a fashionable brand. He will define
himself by the brand he wears.
• Upper middle ($60-200): he wants an authentic and on-trend branded product, but
won’t buy it if it’s too expensive.
• High ($200-400): he buys for the brand
name, but also wants jeans made from the
best traditional manufacturing processes.
Of the 1 959-m jeans, the researchers esti-

mate that 13-m fall in the highest of the above
categories and 1 371-m in the lowest.

Buying habits
Invista reveals that the average US woman
owns 8.5 pairs of jeans, but in Brazil, where
they often wear jeans to work, women own on
average 9.5. Women in China own the least on
average: 6.4 pairs.
Jeans is also the go-to bottom for most respondents: 81% of US women prefer jeans
when running errands, and 78% opt for jeans
for social occasions at night.
When choosing what to wear at home, however, among US respondents leggings is the
most popular choice.
Fit is the biggest frustration when it comes
to jeans: 79% of US female respondents indicated that it is difficult to find a pair that fits
everywhere on their bodies — and only 42% described shopping for jeans as easy! The latter
is 10% lower than the global average.
The majority of respondents worldwide are
so dedicated to their jeans, however, that 47%
said they’ll settle and buy the best jean that
they can find if they can’t find the right one.
About 42%, however, won’t buy at all if they
can’t find the right pair, while 15% will buy an
alternative, for example leggings.
Respondents also indicated that they are
willing to pay more for the perfect pair — and
women are willing to pay up to 46% more.
The appeal of denim is strong: of the consumers it surveyed, 59% in the US and 63%
in China indicated that they love or enjoy
wearing denim, reveals Cotton Incorporated’s
Global and U.S. Lifestyle Monitor survey***.
Of these, women comprised the majority
with 61% of US women and 66% of Chinese female respondents indicating that they love, or
at least enjoy, wearing denim. Interestingly, a
much younger age group in China love denim:
73% of the 13-24 age group indicated positively. In the US, the majority (66%) of the 35-55
age group are denim fans.
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Accessories to
boost
running sales

S

hoes and clothing remain the big
sellers in the running market, but
running accessories are gaining
space on retail shelves as the demand for them grow — and the number of interesting choices available to runners
pique their interest.
Running socks, especially, are becoming
must-have items among discerning runners
— as can be seen by the growing number of
dedicated sock stands at running expos and
the number of specialist athletic sock brands
entering the local market.
Running socks, by definition, will need to
have many technical features, of which moisture management to improve breathability is
the most popular among athletes, say local
suppliers. This is followed by a request for
strategic padding and a snug fit to prevent
blisters forming.
Breathability plays a large part in moisture
management, so a running sock that does not
breath well, will not be pleasant to run in,
agrees Alexander Hulley of PUMA SA. “Moisture creates friction and friction causes blisters so it is usually the goal of a runner to keep
his feet as dry as possible.”
Breathability is largely achieved through the
type of yarn used and the way it is knitted together, adds Keri Sabbata of New Balance.
Happy Socks’ athletic range, for example,
contains terrycloth material, which absorbs
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moisture better than normal socks,” says RJ
Prinsloo of local distributor The Kartal Distribution. “This is a great plus when it comes to
an athletic sock, as it is very important for
runners to ensure that their feet are breathable and not over-sweating.
The terry sole acts as a cushion for the foot
and at the same time decreases changes to
the foot position during movement, he explains. “This prevents blisters from forming.”
Most local runners still favour ankle length
socks, say the distributors, although the “hidden” sock is also popular.
“Ankle length is probably the most popular
length, because a good, true, secret sock that
doesn’t disappear into your shoe, is always
more difficult to find!” explains Sabbata.
In the US, the No Show tab is by far the most
popular sock height, explains Linda Corcoran,
International Sales Manager of the specialist
Feetures technical sock brand, which is now
also available in South Africa from SBR Agencies. But, there is also a demand for his brand
in quarter and mini crew heights, she adds.
A longer crew sock that sits about mid-way
up the calf is a new style trend favoured by
some trail runners, adds Hulley.

Sock colours
Lately, more is better when selecting running
socks, says Johlette de Jager of Glow Gear,
which provides reflective for many running

Running accessories like socks,
belts, pouches, arm protectors
and many others can provide a
lucrative additional income for
retailers, without having to break
the bank when buying stock,
reports LINZA DE JAGER
products. "Runners show more sock to expose
the bright colours, branding and boldness that
are expected from socks lately."
“We have seen a massive growth trend when
it comes to a demand for interesting, colourful, combinations in socks over the past year
or so,” says Prinsloo, who says their bright
socks are especially popular with trail runners.
Neutrals will, however, always be the top
sellers, believes Sabatta, although seasonal
colours are a fun alternative and offer the option to be matched to a shoe colour.
“Consumers appreciate the ease in purchasing when they coordinate their gear from head
to toe,” believes Concoran, who adds that the
Feetures product development team follow
market trends to deliver the latest colour updates to compliment footwear and apparel.

Compression in socks
Compression socks is of special interest to
people running a lot and recovering from injuries. Knee-high compression-based socks are
becoming increasingly popular in both road
and trail running, especially at marathon or
ultra-marathon distances. “There are many
scientific studies around the pros and cons
of compression during activity but one thing
they do well is prevent those small micro-fibre
muscle tears caused by the impacts of longer
runs,” says Hulley.
Compression also assists with To p32
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Feetures socks enhance athlete performance
THE FEETURES specialist sock brand, now distributed in South Africa by SBR Agencies, was founded by an experienced American sock maker
who wanted to offer runners the very best sock there can be. And he places so much trust in the product that he offers a lifetime guarantee.
“In 2002, after spending more than 25 years with a leading manufacturer of athletic socks, I believed that there was an opportunity
to create a better performance sock that took advantage of the latest breakthroughs in sock technology,” Hugh Gaither explains the
founding of the family-owned and operated Feetures company. “As a runner and someone who is passionate about being active, I
wanted to design a great sock that would enhance performance.”
Feetures provides three different levels of cushioning: ultra light; light cushion and max cushion. The super thin ultra light socks are extra
breathable and are designed to keep the foot cool under the most intense conditions. The high-density cushioning in the light cushion socks provides extra protection in high impact zones — offering cushioned comfort without bulk. Max cushion socks are created for runners who
prefer a technically advanced sock with extra cushioning and offer the ideal blend of performance and comfort.
SBR Agencies are introducing the Feetures High Performance and Elite ranges. The ultra light cushion High Performance sock
features Lycra power bands so that the sock hugs the entire foot in a comfortable, supportive, way. Breathability is supplied by
iWick fibres that keep the foot cool and dry and mesh on the top that also provides ventilation.
The technically advanced Elite range — in ultra light, light and max cushion options — is constructed using Sock-Lock technology, which provides
targeted support where it is needed most. This results in an enhanced fit, as if the sock and foot becomes one, as well as maximum support and blister
protection. iWick further keeps the foot cool and dry. Toes are created without seams that might irritate the skin.

Socks are popular cont. from p30
blood flow to prevent cramps and pain, adds
Prinsloo. Light compression provided by rib in
the leg makes the sock stay comfortably in
place during activity, he adds.
The Feetures Elite socks provide patented
targeted compression on the inside of the
arch, explains Concoran. “It is anatomically
designed to conform to your individual foot for
unparalleled fit, which results in an enhanced
fit and helps reduce the chance of blisters.”
A seamless toe — hand linked so both the
inside and outside are completely smooth
— eliminates discomfort caused by the traditional toe seams, are other features that
make their brand popular, he adds. “High density knitting provides a softer hand and more
durable construction, while a Y-heel construction keeps the sock from sliding in the shoe.”
Anti-microbial treatment applied to keep
socks fresher and cleaner for longer, is also
a consideration for runners when selecting
socks, says Sabbata.

Arm protectors
Athletes are becoming more aware that there
are other options than wearing full baselayers, which can sometimes feel heavy and constricting, especially on longer runs where you
want to open your lungs, says Jean-Claude
Roux of Second Skins. “Sun protection has also
started to play a massive role in the popularity
of arm protectors, as people are much more
aware of the dangers of the sun with increasing reports of skin cancer.”
While some runners might initially buy them
for sun protection, customers will stay loyal
to a brand that offers products that keep
them warm, but also offers breathability, he
believes.
Sun protection is a very important feature
when runners buy arm protectors, agrees De
Jager “and a pocket to carry a cell phone or a
wallet is valued by most.”
While a pocket might be a useful addition,
especially to carry gear on a short run, on
a longer run “you want as little as possible

weighing you down”, adds Roux.
Most runners are conservative and choose
black sleeves, say the suppliers, with white
the next most popular choice.
Second Skins, however, found that black
is most popular for arm warmers and white
for sun protectors. “It might be a case where
the public still perceives that black is warm,
white is cool, even though they are often the
same fabric.”
Arm warmers are convenient as they offer
extra insulation if the weather is cool, but it is
not cold enough for a jacket, believes Hulley.
“Arm protectors that use a thin lyrca material
are good for runners with sensitive skin.”
“There is not such a big demand for arm
protectors, but they have possibly gained interest as the years go on,” Kgosi says. “Less
seasoned runners will purchase or obtain arm
protectors from expos, events, etc, but more
serious runners more than likely will buy a
product they personally prefer.”
Other brands, on the other hand, found that
instead of arm protectors, runners rather purchased apparel that provides the necessary
support in the cold.
To p33
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Innovation from De Wet Sport

DE WET SPORT has added a new waterproof neoprene arm band (below), designed to be used with most makes of touch screen phones or
MP3 players, to its extensive Medalist running accessory range. This touch
window enables the wearer to operate a phone held in
the arm band. Reflective highlights enhance wearer
safety. In addition to the same phone features,
the new neoprene running pack (above) also has
an earphone port and elastic laces with locks to
hold a race number. This comfortable belt also
has reflective highlights for night safety.

Storing accessories
Running apps and activity trackers
have become some of the fastest
sellers — and these devices have
to be carried. Accessories that
can store a phone, key, wallet and
other extras, are therefore also
becoming popular.
“Our must popular products are
the pouches that strap to the arm,
although, we have seen strong
growth in running belts with water bottles and waist packs, says
Kevin de Wet of De Wet Sports.
Most suppliers of these products
agree with him. For longer runs a
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belt with various slots for different items and one or two small
water bottles is quite popular,
but your average runner prefers a
pouch on the upper arm, or a thin
belt that can be hidden under the
shirt, says Hulley.
It has become increasingly important that these pouches are
big enough to fit the modern,
bigger, cell phones and that they
have clear displays so that the
phone can be operated while in
the pouch, explains De Wet.
Running belts with slots for specific items, including water bottles, “will be used on To p35
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Race belt pioneer celebrates 20th anniversary
THIS YEAR FuelBelt, the brand that pioneered hydration and race belts
for runners, is celebrating its twentieth anniversary with a completely redesigned range. It is also introducing a new Neon reflective range.
The new Helium range of hydration, race belt and hand-held hydration
options, was designed to be as comfortable to the wearer as possible.
“Athletes turn to the FuelBelt brand for functionality and reliability,” says
Marco Garsed, VP of Marketing for Implus, the brands’ parent company
in the US. The range is also available to local retailers from Implus Africa.
Helium hydration and race belts are made from lightweight, comfortable and water-repellent Helium Hex-Foam, which also has air channels
for increased breathability to enable the athlete to stay cool during warm
conditions. The belts are also bounce-free.
The new products in the Helium range include hydration, storage and
race belts and hand helds. All belts can be customized with accessories
like race locks, fuel loops, storage, or hydration bottles. The new Neon
reflective range keeps the athlete visible in low light conditions. It includes reflective film bands, nylon flare band for wrists, arms or ankles,
a clip-on fire light, fire flare band, and an ergonomic, unisex mesh vest.
FuelBelt was founded in 1997 by seven-time Ironman World Champion
participant, Vinu Malik, who designed a race/hydration belt for himself
while training for the Boston Marathon. That product launched the race/
hydration belt category as a running accessory.
“From the original prototype I used in 1997 during the Boston Marathon to the redesigned products, FuelBelt provides convenience and performance to meet the rigorous needs of elite athletes and more casual,
recreational and amateur runners alike,” says Malik.
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Balega’s South African distributor, Implus Africa, did
a soft launch of the brand at the Sanlam Cape Town
Marathon Expo in September, “with hugely positive feedback and success so far,” reports Rebecca
Laird, right, with her partner Marc Smith

Balega makes a difference and inspires
SOCKS CAN make a difference, says specialist sock brand Balega. It’s Grit and Grace sock collection
forms part of its support for Breast Cancer Prevention Partners (BCPP), which works to prevent
breast cancer by eliminating exposure to toxic chemicals and radiation. And $1 from every pair of
socks sold will go to BCPP.
Additionally, this year’s collection has been dedicated to Balega brand ambassador and runner Kim
Stemple, who committed herself to making the world a better place despite being diagnosed with
a terminal illness. Each of the Grit and Grace socks features one of three of Stemple’s personal inspirational mantras, embroidered onto the toe: Be the Spark, Rewrite the Rules, or Kindness Matters.
“Kim is the living embodiment of grit and grace, and her words now make each step an inspiration,”
says the brand.
Since being diagnosed, Stemple founded We Finish Together, which spreads messages of support
and care to people who are facing challenges. It asks runners, swimmers, singers, and triathletes
across the US to donate medals, which are then distributed with handwritten ribbon messages and
tags with encouraging messages.

Performance features from FALKE

As the official technical sponsor of the Sanlam Cape Town Marathon, ASICS SA had a prime spot, which they used to best advantage to attract runners interested in foot scans, motion ID (top
right), advice on pacing their races (above) and other valuable
running information. They also introduced the latest Flytefoam
technology and their running clothing range.

FALKE OFFERS a range of advanced performance running socks, which
have been specifically engineered to suit the South African climate and
terrain. The sport-specific socks feature its trademark Drynamix
moisture management system, hand-linked and seamless toe construction, as well as strategically placed cushioning to protect feet
in critical high strain areas. In addition, the socks offer gentle elastic arch
support, a reinforced heel and toe and distinctive cushioning to ensure
lasting durability. It also has an ergonomic left and right foot fit in selected
Advance Performance running styles, like the Neutral Run (left top) and
the Ultra Light (left middle). The mohair and wool fibres of the All Terrain (right top) reduces friction and blisters, while the honeycomb
mesh construction enhances cooling. The performance boosting
Vitalizer light compression sock (right bottom) reduces fatigue and aids
recovery by promoting circulation. The Calf Sleeves Vitalizer (right middle)
has three different compression zones. FALKE’s arm protector (left bottom) is CANSA approved and offers SPF50+ UV protection. Reflective
print adds increased visibility.

cushioning
From athletes to diabetic patients, friction, shear forces and
impact shock take a toll on feet. The signature green top
cover of SPENCOs RX products is your assurance of the most
trusted SPENCO foot protection. SPENCO RX insoles feature
full-motion four-way stretch nylon and proprietary neoprene in
formats for soft and supportive arch support, basic cushioning
and targeted metatarsal/ heel protection.
Implus Africa (Pty) Ltd
021 552 8691
Sales enquiries: 021 552 8691 rlaird@implus-africa.com

Mizuno ties the Comrades knot
MIZUNO WILL BE the technical and apparel partner of the Comrades Marathon
from next year until 2020 — and this also means good news for retailers.
“The difference between this deal and previous deals is that Comrades branded attire will be available not only at the Comrades Expo and online, but at
countrywide outlets throughout the year,” says Comrades Marathon Association
(CMA) GM, Chris Fisher.
Mizuno will therefore not only feature prominently at the 2018 Comrades Marathon and Expo, but throughout the year.
“We also wanted a partner that offered an alternative range for the more
budget-conscious end of the market, in addition to their usual offerings.”
Comrades runners come from diverse communities from all over South Africa,
as well as from 69 countries around the world, and “we wanted a partner that
could cater for this,” explains Fisher.
From next year, all athletes registering at the Comrades Expo in Durban and
at the Pietermaritzburg registration venue, will receive an official Mizuno-Comrades race T-shirt with their race packs and goodie bags.
“We look forward to meeting the diverse needs of the Comrades Marathon’s

Running accessories cont. from p33

the longer distances for gels, etc.”
says Tebogo Kgosi of adidas SA. Reflective on running belts, pouches
or arm bands are also important for
safety reasons, points out Johlette
de Jager of Glow Gear, which provides reflective for many running
products. She also believes that
these accessories in bright, highvisibility colours, are most popular.

Other features that runners ask for
in their carrier products are fastrelease buckles or velcro fasteners,
she adds.
On the other hand, nowadays
many running garments have builtin zip pockets and waistband stash/
key pockets, which reduces the need
for an extra storage accessory, adds
Sabbata.
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ultra-distance athletes and stakeholders, says Ian Hepplewhite, the new CEO of local distributor, Brand ID. “This is
an exciting time for us. Mizuno not only supports sporting
activities by offering better sporting goods, but also develops
products and services that make the most of the value of
sports and actively spread that in daily life. We will contribute to making people around the world happy through the
power of sports.”
Comrades is the most iconic running event in South Africa,
believes Mizuno brand manager Paul Copson. “We look forward to highlighting our innovative product offering within
apparel and footwear to the runners and aspiring runners who
dream of running Comrades.”
The sporting goods and sportswear brand was founded in
Osaka, Japan, 111 years ago. Since then, it has grown into
a well-known international brand, which has signed sponsorship deals with prominent sports personalities and teams
over the years. Among them are Olympic athlete Carl Lewis,
Czech tennis player Ivan Lendl and the All Blacks rugby team.
Products are manufactured in factories in Germany, France,
China, Scotland and Hong Kong.
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Brand ID has a new CEO

Wayne Bebb

B

Ian Hepplewhite

Brand ID recently went through a restructuring process, making it a more
streamlined company when dealing with its customers. Shortly after, the
CEO, Wayne Bebb, resigned to seek new challenges. Ian Hepplewhite is
now the new Brand ID CEO, but he is no stranger to Brand ID or the listed
Deneb Investment Corporation that it forms part of

rand ID’s new CEO experienced
the growth and tribulations of
this sport and outdoor brand distributorship up close over the past
eight years as CEO of another company that is part of the Branded Product Distribution division of the listed company Deneb
Investment Corporation. Ian Hepplewhite not
only got to know former Brand ID CEO Wayne
Bebb very well, but as CEO of Prima Interactive since 2009, he operated in the company’s
same business unit as Brand ID.
Prima Interactive is the distributor of popular game software, licensed merchandise and
equipment like Xbox, Electronic Arts, Disney Interactive, Take 2 Interactive, Alienware, Leapfrog (educational entertainment), etc.
Before joining Prima Interactive, Hepplewhite was sales and marketing director at
Xbox 360 distributor Midigital for five years
and before that he was GM of Marketing and
Retail Sales at Nu Metro Home Entertainment.
Based in Johannesburg, the Pretoria-educated (B. Com Law at the University of Pretoria
and Boys High) CEO regularly travels to the
Deneb head office and Brand ID offices in Cape
Town. He also frequently travels internationally to see the principals of all the brands he
represents — including the sport and outdoor
brands in his new portfolio.
Prima Interactive and Brand ID are part of
the Branded Product Distribution segment of
Deneb, which also includes Prima Toys, The
Empire Group, Seartec, Limtech, AVT Solutions, OfficeBox and Clever Little Monkey. Operating profit for this segment grew to R15-m
from R2-m in the past financial year ending
31 March 2017, although sales dropped R21-m,
or 1% to R1.38-bn. The Prima Group — Prima
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Bebb is very proud of
Brand ID and hopes to
read about great achievements of the company in
another ten years’ time
Interactive and the Empire Group grew operating profit 47% from the previous year.

Bebb moves on
Ten years is a milestone in anybody’s book, and
when it was combined with a seven-year-itch,
Brand ID CEO Wayne Bebb considered it as a
threshold to a new beginning. A quote from
Medieval German philosopher Meister Eckhardt, helped to make up his mind: And suddenly you know, it’s time to start something
new and trust in the magic of new beginnings.
In August he informed staff members and
close customers that he will be leaving Brand
ID, the brand distributorship he started seven
years ago, as well as Deneb, the holding company he joined a decade ago.
“I spent a lot of time reflecting since crossing this threshold (seven and ten years) and
realised that it was my time to seek out new
challenges, new opportunities,” he says.
Because he considered it unethical to seek,
and consider, new opportunities while still employed by Brand ID, he decided to resign, so
that he would be free to pursue other options.
“It has been a very emotional period,” he
says. “It is like leaving a child you gave birth to.
I love brands and the industry,” says Bebb, who
adds that he will be considering national, international and African regional opportunities.
He stresses that he loves the Brand ID busi-

ness dearly and that Deneb has been very supportive, but that he had been feeling restless
since the beginning of this year.
A qualified chartered accountant, Bebb had
for ten years worked locally, regionally in Africa, and internationally, in various capacities.
These include in investment banking, a media
company, starting and growing businesses,
managing production, and running companies
as COO and CEO. After a decade, he relocated
to Cape Town to join the clothing company
Cape Group as Financial Director and later
Group Managing Director.
After three years he “identified an opportunity to start a new company within the public
listed Group,” says Bebb. This became Brand
ID, a subsidiary of the listed Deneb Investment
Corporation, which currently distributes 25
lifestyle and sports brands, and “doubles the
size of the business year on year.”
He is very proud of Brand ID, he adds, and
hopes to read about great achievements of the
company in another ten years’ time.
His time at Deneb had been “ten years of
trials, tribulations, steps forward, steps backward and at times freaking hard work, building something from very little into one of the
leading sports brand distribution businesses in
South Africa.
“Brand ID is a wonderful business, defined
by incredible people and incredible commitment. I hope I have played my part in building
something, although I have always remembered that a leader is nothing without good
people. A great business is always bigger than
one person and I am absolutely confident that
the business rests in wonderful strong people
and the unwavering support of a passionate
and committed stakeholder, Deneb.”

Holdsport shareholders
say aye
to Joffe.
What’s
next?
Industry :: p37

What is in store for
Holdsport now that
its shareholders have
approved the sale of
the retail company to
Long4Life?
Kevin Hodgson, Holdsport CEO.
Photo: Trudi du Toit

E

arly in October Holdsport shareholders gave a solid nod of approval for the resolution to trade
their shares in the speciality retailer for shares in Long4Life, the
new company listed by Brian Joffe, of Bidvest
fame. Holders of more than 89% of the Holdsport shares voted at the meeting accepted
Long4Life’s offer to acquire all shares in the
specialist sporting goods and outdoor company.
This transaction must still be approved by
the Competition Commission, explains Holdsport CEO Kevin Hodgson, but they are hoping
that this will be finalised by the end of October [Sports Trader had gone to print before
the decision had been announced].
We live in a regulated business environment,
which involves certain processes that must be
followed, he says, even if some of them are
time consuming. After the competition approval is achieved, Holdsport shareholders will
choose if they want Option 1 — to trade each
Holdsport share for 12.1 Long4Life shares —
or Option 2, 11.2 Long4Life shares plus R5 for

each of their Holdsport shares.
Holdsport’s listing on the JSE will then be
terminated, and they will revert from a public
company to a private company, which will be a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Long4Life.
But, for Sportsmans Warehouse, Outdoor
Warehouse and the wholesale division of Holdsport, it will continue to be business as usual,
assures Hodgson. “This is in essence a transaction between shareholders.”
The Holdsport management and business
divisions will continue as before, because the
new owners are mindful that it is a well-run
business with a long track record and a deep,
skilled, management team with lots of experience, he continues.
When Joffe approached Holdsport management with an offer to purchase in July this
year, they were obliged to present it to the
shareholders, who are the owners of the public company, says Hodgson. While management
can exercise their discretion and knowledge of
the industry and not waste shareholders’ time
by presenting every offer from any random —
or tainted — company, they had a duty to pre-

“Long4Life can use Holdsport as a platform to make
other acquisitions in areas
we can add value to.”

sent the offer from a person like Brian Joffe,
who has an impressive reputation in business.
In a public company the role of management
is to facilitate, and in this instance, “given
Brian’s vision, reputation and given what he
brings to party in terms of capital and deal
making prowess, we had to bring his proposal
to shareholders,” says Hodgson.
Although he emphasises that the decision
to accept the offer — or not — could only
be made by shareholders, not management,
Hodgson can highlight some obvious benefits
for both companies.
“This transaction gives us the opportunity
to revert back to a private company. It also
gives us access to the capital raised, access
to Long4Life’s business acumen, To p39
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Industry legend

Pierre Bester
retires

Pierre Bester of Brian Bands Sport in Port Elizabeth
retired from the independent store that he built into
one of the leading sport stores in the country over
nearly 48 years on August 10. Shortly before he left, he
thanked and said good bye to old friends, supporters,
customers and people who influenced his life (mostly
all in one) in a letter that takes a wistful and humorous
trip down memory lane

“A

t 8.30am on 1 December
1969, a young 17-year old
Grey boy with a generous
amount of wavy brown
hair walked into 14c Rink
Street in Port Elizabeth to begin his first working day as a student at Brian Bands Sports,”
Pierre Better began the letter he wrote to
friends in the industry before retiring.
“At that time, there were legendary products such as the Dunlop Maxply tennis racket,
the Slazenger Whippet squash racket, the BG
Continental rugby boot with its ever so recognizable blue sole, and don’t forget the Bata
tennis shoe — or was it called a plimsol? — that
was used for everything from tennis to track
and from cricket to Comrades … never mind
hockey sticks that resembled a shepherd’s
crook more than a piece of sports equipment.
“There were also legendary independent
retailers, such as Logans, Lemkus, Taylors,
Kings, L.F. Palmer, Jacksons — and I suppose I
should put Brian Bands in this category. In Port
Elizabeth, I remember retailers like Lishers,
Philpotts, and Hasties, Dexters and Popeye
Strydom, to name but a few.”
Bester’s letter continues: “Who can forget
the suppliers and agents like Chester AmblerSmith, Neville Marsh, Tony Harris, Herby Prout,
Rusty Pledger, Pat Wiltshire, Ian Staedler,
Bryan Lidgey and dare I forget Lampies. Wow,
those were fun days! How well I remember the
trade shows and Sports Trade Conferences and
all the camaraderie attached to these. Regrettably, most of this no longer exists and our
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“These two young gentlemen — Michael Bester and
John Cooney — are going
into partnership, and I am
sure that they will take
Brian Bands Sports to even
greater heights. I know,
when our history is retold,
they will be among the
legends of our industry.”
industry is certainly a lot poorer as a result.
“How times have changed! Tennis balls are
now yellow and rugby balls are no longer
brown leather. Rackets are made of graphite with many strange sounding words such
as titanium, boron, baseltex, microgel, graphene and liquid metal as additives. In shoes
we speak of air, gel, speva, boost foam, flyte
foam and even fresh foam. It sounds more
like the shaving department in the local supermarket. Cricket bats are double the thickness and hockey sticks are made of graphite
and we use terms such as high bow, low bow
and head shapes like maxi, shorti and hook. All
very confusing — and I have not even started
on heart rate monitors with terms like built in
GPS, optical sensors, activity tracker, to name
but a few.
“New players have entered the sports retail
space and we hear of warehouses, mass stores

and other words of grandeur and bigness. Regrettably, many traditional retail sports stores
have been casualties of this change but a few
who were able to be different and innovative
and have been prepared to scrap and even
fight, have against all odds been able to survive and in some instances, thrive.”
Brian Bands Sports managed to survive for
60 years — Bester was the third owner — because they kept their focus on functional and
technical products, he told Sports Trader in an
interview. “We do not stock one non-functional product,” he says. “We do not stock one
leisure shoe or garment.” He fondly quotes
Pat Wiltshire, who advised him to stick to the
knitting.
A year after Bester bought the business in
1997, Sportsmans Warehouse opened in Port
Elizabeth. He adapted by moving the store
to the middle of town and getting rid of all
stock that were not strictly technical sport
products.
Over the years, as their customer base and
needs changed, they again adapted. “Kids at
former Model C and private schools nowadays
buy soccer and rugby products across the
board.” He therefore added soccer and netball kits to his stock, and appointed people to
actively engage with schools and clubs.
Bester explains the purpose of his letter as
follows: “At 5.30pm on the 10th of August
2017 a not-so-young 65-year old man with less
than an abundance of hair, walked out of 296
Cape Road Port Elizabeth to end his final working day at Brian Bands Sports.”
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Brian Bands Sports managed to survive for
60 years — Bester was the third owner —
because they kept their focus on functional and technical products.
Thanking every person who contributed to his growth as a person and
retailer, he pays a special tribute to his former partners Bruce Baker
and Neville Mallett and his “good friend and fellow retailer Peter Taylor,
who all taught me about the sports industry, product knowledge, the
art of selling and, most importantly, the ethics of business.”
For example, that “a good retailer is not time and space bound”.
Therefore, there are still many opportunities for independent retailers
“who are prepared to graft”. He also subscribes to the philosophy that
a good retailer is the guy who switches on the light and switches it off
at night so that “he knows what’s going on in his business”.
Therefore, the six days a week he had been working actually added
up to a working life of eight years longer than someone who only works
five days a week … making him an unofficial 50-plus year veteran of
the industry.
He also assures customers that Brian Bands Sports is being left in the
capable hands of his son Michael, who has been part of their business
for 10 years, and John Cooney who has been with them for 15 years.
“They have undergone an intense mentoring programme over the past
5 years and are more than capable to continue the 60-year history of
Brian Bands Sports,” he adds. “These two young gentlemen are going
into partnership, and I am sure that they will take Brian Bands Sports
to even greater heights. I know, when our history is retold, they will be
among the legends of our industry.”
Their product knowledge is exceptional, he told Sports Trader, and
he has schooled them well in the Golden Rules — for example, that

New Brian Bands partners John Cooney (left) and Michael Bester with Donovan
Shehab of ASICS SA — one of their good technical suppliers. Photo: ASICS

“turnover is vanity, profit is sanity and cash flow is reality.”
One of their greatest assets is their staff, he says. Bester describes
them as “an unbelievably loyal, enthusiastic and efficient staff team,
four of whom have been with the company for more than 25 years.” He
makes special mention of William Langley, June Chipps, Glenton Smith
and Rosey Maxela, Siyabonga Mzoboshe, Sinetemba Hela and Brendon
Gaud.
He is now looking forward to playing bowls, enjoying hobbies like
birdwatching, and traveling. “I majored in history at varsity and I am
keen to visit some battlefields, and to write the history of Brian Bands
Sports next year.”

Holdsport sold cont from p39
knowledge of the markets and business expertise in general.”
Listing was never their first choice when
their relationship with private equity company Ethos ended, because they didn’t
have the appropriate scale, says Hodgson.
Although, with a share price rising from R31
when they opened in July 2011 to about R66
currently, and having paid R16 per share in
dividends, Holdsport shareholders have
many reasons to be happy with the management team.
But, “we did not want the added responsibility of being in the public domain and we
didn’t really need to go to market to raise
capital,” Hodgson says. Instead, they hoped
to find a buyer “who understands what we
do, has access to resources, and offers all
the benefits of scale, which is a big thing in
business.”
This they found in Long4Life, who benefits
from the transaction because “this is a wellrun business with a management team that
has been working together for a long time.
They (Long4Life) don’t have the skills to run
a highly specialised sporting goods business,
neither is it their desire to do so.”
Holdsport also offers them a cash-generating platform from where they can reinvest
or make other acquisitions. “They can use
this business as a platform to make other ac-

quisitions in areas we can add value to.” The
sporting goods company therefore adds
value, and offered them a strong — almost
R3-bn — transaction.
Joffe is a visionary, who looks at the world
from a different view, adds Hodgson. “He
likes the concept of decentralised and empowered management.” Holdsport’s divisions already operate in a decentralised way,
each run by their own management team,
but with some degree of sharing of knowledge and ideas.

Sales and share price up
Less than two weeks before shareholders
were to vote, Holdsport published a trading
statement that they expect the earnings
per share (EPS) declared in their unaudited
interim results will be 16-21% higher than the
corresponding six months in 2016.
According to an unaudited sales update
to shareholders, group sales grew 8% in the
6-months period to 31 August, compared
to the same period in 2016. Outdoor Warehouse contributed 7.3% sales growth and
Sportsmans Warehouse 5.5% growth — with
same-store growth growing 2.4% (OWH) and
3% (SWH).
The inclusion of Second Skins and African Nature sales resulted in 132.6% sales
growth for the Wholesale Division, Perfor-

For Sportsmans Warehouse, Outdoor Warehouse and the wholesale
division of Holdsport, it
will continue to be business as usual, assures
Hodgson. “This is in essence a transaction between shareholders.”
mance Brands and Second Skins, with a
strong 59.4% growth in external sales. Other
brands in this division are First Ascent and
Capestorm.
Weighted retail space grew 4.4% and retail
price inflation was about 6.6%.
Favourable forward cover resulted in aggregate foreign exchange profit of R4.2-m
— but in the same period last year currency
fluctuation resulted in a R17.6-m loss. The
effect of the foreign exchange adjustment
contributed to the growth in share price —
when the foreign exchange adjustment is
excluded, the core headline earnings grew
1%, or dropped 3%.
Following the announcement of the proposed acquisition offer in July, Holdsport’s
share price increased substantially.
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Directors Yassin Ahmed Adam, Iqbal Ahmed Adam and Mohamed Adam in McCoys Outfitters. Abdool Ahmed Adam was absent when the photo was taken.

Above and opposite page: just about every lifestyle and men’s fashion brand is
stocked by McCoy’s Outfitters.

A tale of 1 family, 3
stores, and 115 years’
successful trading

I

The Adam family from Louis Trichardt has a remarkable track record as traders in the
sport and lifestyle fashion industries. IQBAL MOHAMMED explains how three generations of his family created a retail company that attracts customers from near and far.
Photos: Mohammad Adam

n 1902, as the war between the Boer
Republics and the British Empire came
to an end, Adam Vally Mohamed opened
a general dealer in Louis Trichardt, the
town at the foot of the Soutpansberg
named after one of the Great Trek leaders. His
son, Ahmed Adam joined him and father and
son ran the business together until 1958.
Today, AV Mohammed & Sons is still a wellknown general dealer in the Limpopo town
that was subsequently renamed Makhado. But
the family business has grown to much more.
“I feel so proud of our family business,” says
Iqbal Mohammed, a grandson of the founder.
“We are the third generation running the busi-
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ness and it is going stronger than ever.”
From 1958 onwards the next generation
started adding their input: Solly Ahmed was
the first to join his father and grandfather
and help them grow the business. In 1962 he
opened McCoys Outfitters, where brothers
Yassin and Iqbal joined him.
Both the brothers were very well dressed in
the latest fashions, and they stocked all the
major brands right from the earliest days. “It
became a household name for people seeking
top branded clothing and footwear.”
The following year the brothers opened Imperial Outfitters.
But, in 1980 the family business was moved

from central town to the Indian area called Eltivillas. The new shop “went to another level,
with modern fixtures and fittings,” Iqbal recounts. “From 1980-1996 it was the best shopping centre in the North, or the modern day
Limpopo.”
The business boomed. Tourists from the old
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) flocked there to do
their shopping. It was also a shopping mecca
for customers from the former homelands like
Venda, Giyani, Malamulele, Elim Musina, etc.
On the way to the Kruger National Park and
close to Botswana, Zimbabwe and Malawi, the
shopping centre also attracted travelling customers from far away.
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“Slowly the Indian traders started moving
back to town, as turnover was dropping in the
Indian Centre,” Iqbal recounts.
Then, in 2002, he got the opportunity to
buy Bargain Centre Sports from Vicky Grobler,
a sport store of approximately 100-120m2 in
town. The first thing he did was to change the
name to Playboy Sports.
Then he started growing the business, for
example by buying his neighbours’ stores and
expanding the floor space to almost 500m2.
He focused only on top quality branded
sports equipment, clothing and footwear. In
2004 Solly joined him at Playboy Sports and
they revamped the store ... but three months
later, on July 1, the shop was gutted and burnt
to the ground in a suspected arson attack.
But, they rebuilt the store, and Iqbal reopened the new store on November 15th, 2004.
He also moved McCoys Outfitters to the adjacent store, where almost 700 different styles
of footwear and clothing from just about eve-

ry brand is available. “Seeing is believing the
range we carry.”
Today, he proudly says Playboy Sports and
McCoys Outfitters are the best stores north
of Pretoria. “You’ll find every brand you can
think of in clothing, footwear and sports
equipment.”
They therefore still attract customers from
across the whole region, including the former
homelands.
A well-known and respected businessman,
Iqbal travels widely to stay abreast of the latest styles and trends.
This year, Iqbal Ahmed, Yassin Ahmed and
Abdool Ahmed — who still runs AV Mohammed
& Sons as a general dealer in Eltivillas — celebrate 55 years in the family business.
They were very saddened when they lost
their brother Solly in 2007. But, in that year
Mohammed Adam joined his uncle Iqbal at
Playboy Sports as the first of the fourth generation to learn the ropes in the family business.

Above: Nelson Bele and Pricilla Sivhali assist McCoys
outfitters customers. Below are Playboys’ staff members (back) Alert Mulabisana, Annah Mlangeni and
Norman Ramudzuli and (seated) Agnes Mukono and
Lettie Mlangeni. Absent: Paul Kaura.

Opposite page far
left: Playboy Sports
in the Louis Trichardt
high street (renamed
Makhado) stocks most
well-known brands and
has a very wide product
selection for all sporting codes (images opposite and below).
Right: AV Mohammed
is still owned by the
family, but is a general
dealer.
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Blowing the
horn for
Steinhoff
Africa Retail

Left to right: Tekkie Town’s Braam van Huyssteen and Bernard Mostert are on the
STAR management team. Photo supplied.

Steinhoff Africa Retail listed on the JSE, and initial reaction was very positive. With Tekkie Town’s
Braam van Huyssteen and Bernard Mostert involved
in the company it is bound to do go from strength to
strength

F

rom a single sport store in George to a senior manager in
Africa’s biggest retail group — which in September became
the sixth broadline retail company to successfully list on the
JSE — in a mere eighteen years, is enough reason for anyone
to blow his own horn. Braam van Huyssteen this week literally got this opportunity when he blew the JSE’s kudu horn, which is the
South African equivalent of the New York bell or Hong Kong gong, which
heralds a new listing.
The listing of STAR — Steinhoff Africa Retail — on the main board of
the JSE in September had a stellar start with the pre-listing share price
of R20.50 surging 7% in early trade on the first day. Within minutes,
14-m shares had been sold. At close of the second trading day it was
R1.35 up on the listing price, trading at R21.85.
This listing does not include STAR’s 26% economic interest in Shoprite, plus more than 50% voting control. Once this is included, STAR’s
market capitalisation is expected to grow to R100-bn. Shoprite is South
Africa’s biggest retailer, with R71.3-bn sales revenues over the past six
months — more than double STAR’s 6-monthly sales income of R29.2-bn
this year.
Its annual sales of about R53-bn and voting rights in Shoprite makes
STAR, 78% owned by Steinhoff, one of Africa’s biggest retailers. Its 18
retail brands are aimed at the price-conscious lifestyle fashion consumer (Ackermans, PEP, Shoe City, Tekkie Town, Dunns, Refinery, John
Craig) or furniture (Bradlows, Rochester, Russells, Sleepmasters — the
former JD Group) and DIY markets (BUCO, Timber City, Tile House) or
electronics (Hifi Group, Incredible Connection, Flash).
Steinhoff is listed in Frankfurt, but by listing the STAR division separately in Johannesburg, they are providing investors an opportunity to
enter the African market, the group said in a statement.
When Steinhoff purchased Tekkie Town in February this year, they
bought more than their 360 footwear retail outlets. They also bought
Tekkie Town chairman Van Huyssteen and CEO Bernard Mostert’s expertise.
Van Huyssteen has been appointed chairman of the Property Committee of the STAR group that manages 4 808 stores in twelve African
countries — 4 490 of them in South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia
and Swaziland. The other 300 stores are in Angola, Malawi, Nigeria,
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. It is the retail group with the biggest
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Above and below: the latest Tekkie Town store in Canal Walk. Photo courtesy
Braam van Huyssteen.

footprint in Africa.
Apart from running Tekkie Town, Mostert heads the STAR Specialty:
Fashion and Footwear division. In addition to Tekkie Town, he is also
responsible for retail brands like Shoe City, Tekkie Town, Dunns, Refinery, and John Craig.
STAR has its own board of directors and management team and employes 43 000 people across 12 African countries.
Property has always held a fascination for Van Huyssteen, who founded Tekkie Town on the back of the huge warehouse space he acquired
in George. His ability to negotiate beneficial leases for strategic properties also contributed to Tekkie Town’s meteoric growth and success,
which earned him the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year title.
This growth curve continues. In less than a year after Steinhoff acquired the footwear chain in November 2016, Tekkie Town opened 53
new stores in South Africa, Namibia, and Lesotho.
Most recently, they opened an upmarket store in the prime property
mall, Canal Walk, on August 26th.
The first joint Tekkie Town-Dunns stores will be opened in Botswana
this year, Mostert told the George Herald. He also confirmed that the
Tekkie Town head office will remain in George.
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Kloppers Sport expands

The new Kloppers Sport standalone building in Brackenfell looks like a stadium.

Manager Christo Carstens overlooking the impressive interior.

Just over a year ago Bloemfontein’s leading retailer, Kloppers, acquired Somerset Sport in Cape
Gate Mall, Brackenfell, and transformed it into their first specialized sport store, Kloppers Sport.
Since then the Cape Town retailer expanded at such a rate that it needed to move into its its
own impressive, dedicated Kloppers Sport building. Story and photos: NELLE DU TOIT CLAASSEN

“T

he demand was so great,
we required a bigger
area,” Kloppers Sport
manager Christo Carstens
explains their move into
a building that now also boasts a brand new
outdoor section in about half the floor area of
the Planetarium.
The specialist sport section on the ground
floor caters for the running, swimming, fitness,
cricket, soccer, tennis, hockey, netball, and
rugby enthusiasts. The new outdoor section on
the top floor features tents, sleeping equipment, braai- and cooking-utilities and all the
accessories that appeal to outdoor customers.
“We try to have a wide selection,” says
Carstens. “We try stock everything that the
traditional South African needs to go camping,
not only the highly technical products.”
The new building enables them to display a
larger selection of products from a wide variety of brands. The added space also allows
them to pay more attention to the layout and
in-store displays, thus having a greater impact
in enhancing customers’ shopping experiences.
Kloppers Sport is also dedicated to stocking
well-known outside brands and do not have
any house brands. “Brand-loyalty from customers should never be underestimated,” says
Carstens. “Many customers walk in asking for a
specific product from a specific brand. Custom-

ers perceive the known international brands to
be of a certain quality.”
Even if the volumes of sales are stronger in
one brand, it is still necessary to stock the not
so dominant brand as well. “What works for
one sportsman does not necessarily work for
the next,” he adds.
Experienced sales staff, now clad in Kloppers Sport corporate sportswear, roam the
two storey stadium-sized specialist store.
Many of them stayed on after Kloppers bought
the Brackenfell Somerset Sport store — and
brought with them the customer loyalty they
cultivated over many years.
Kloppers motivates staff members to work in
an area where they are best qualified, which
has a direct impact on sales. “When staff are
in a good space, customers are a great pleasure to work with,” Carstens adds. “Relationships with customers often become so close
that we regard them as family, which is a key
to our success.”
It is not always necessary for sales staff to
be active participants in the area they sell in,
but it does resonate with customers when the
salesperson actively plays that sport. A staff
member who is knowledgeable in a specific
area, often shares that knowledge and insight
with the rest of the team. Brand representatives further provide training to staff members.
The Kloppers Sport sales team covers most

Below and right: the spacious interior of the new Kloppers Sport
store enables the sales staff to display the extensive variety of
brands and products they stock to ensure a pleasant shopping
experience.

sporting codes. LJ Albertyn, who plays clublevel hockey and tennis, and Wouter Klopper,
also an active hockey player, look after their
hockey section.
“We have one of the largest collections of
hockey sticks you’ll find in a sports store,”
Carstens continues. “We stock almost every
hockey stick brand on the market.”
Llewellyn Swart and Peter Fletcher, a professional tennis coach that works in the store
part-time, look after the tennis section.
“Our fishing team members, Marco Smit and
George Burt, are avid fishermen and Dirk Coetzee, who oversees our outdoor section, is also
a fisherman with a strong outdoor interest,”
says Carstens.
The sales team members in their running
section have been selling running footwear for
many years. Carstens himself has also Comrades Green Number status for completing 11
consecutive marathons.
“We also have strong ties with fishing, running and other sport clubs, supporting the
clubs in competitions and sponsorships and
even help sell event tickets, where possible,”
Carstens explains.
The store, for example, has a strong relationship with Durbanville Athletics Club, and has
hosted several functions for members, including evenings where about 100 club members
attend talks by brand specialists.

Reasons for their success

• The attitude of staff members toward customers,
who pay special attention to athletes, and aim to
give expert advice.
• Customer loyalty: “some customers’ children were
in primary school when they started purchasing
at Somerset Sport; now the children are in matric
and keep on coming back to Kloppers Sport for all
their school sport needs,” Carstens explains. “This
speaks volumes about the relationship sales staff
members have built up with customers in the area.”
• The variety of products and brands allow Kloppers
to cater for a wide range of customers, at a competitive price.
• The new building layout and design add to a great
shopping experience.
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Retail news

PUMA focus on women’s fitness
ON SPRING DAY (1st of September) PUMA SA opened its third
Forever Faster store to Gauteng
customers in Sandton City Mall.
The Forever Faster store, based
on PUMA’s global retail blueprint,

is designed to optimize product
stories whilst revealing technologies used in the production of key
performance products (football,
running and women’s training
gear), according to PUMA.
PUMA ambassador Nomzamo
Mbatha, face of the women’s
training range Do You, made an
appearance at the opening where
customers browsed the latest
sportswear merchandise, such
as the Velvet Rope Collection for
women, Mamelodi Sundowns gear
and Select products.
“Forever Faster stores feature
PUMA’s key performance products, including our training and
running shoes such as the Speed
Ignite and Ignite Netfit featuring
the Netfit lacing systems, amongst
others. These will be worn by the
likes of Usain Bolt and SA champions Richard Murray and Henricho
Bruintjies,” said Brett Bellinger,
PUMA store photos: Dom Barnardt

Marketing Director of PUMA SA.
PUMA’s dedication to women’s
fitness and sportsmanship extends to personal sponsorship
agreements with Johannesburg
local Bongiwe Thusi (right wing),
Kimberley born Chantelle Esau
(stiker) and Venda born Rhoda
Mulaudzi (striker) of the Mamelodi Sundowns’ women’s team.
Thusi and Esau are both fulltime footballers whilst Mulaudzi
(vice-captain) has a full-time job
as a financial administrator.
The Mamelodi Sundowns’ women’s team won the national Sasol
League twice. Some of the other
highlights of the ladies’ careers
include participating in the 2016
Olympics in Rio, the Africa Women’s Cup of Nations, the Cyprus
Cup and World Student Games.
Thusi also won the Tembisa Community Award for best female
football player (2016) and Player’s
Player of the tournament (2015).

Challenges in the sport include
the ladies team not getting the
same level of attention as the
male teams. All three footballers
indicated that their biggest disappointment is that the women’s
football teams do not have a
professional league to compete
in. All three ladies indicated that
they hope to see women’s football get a professional league and
receive the same treatment as
the male teams.
“More sponsorships and PSL for
women will increase development
in women’s football,” Mulaudzi
said.

Ups and downs of global retailers in SA
JUST AS THE one closes, another one opens:
global sportswear brand Erke has closed the
stores through which it entered the South
African market — but the luxury brand Plein
Sport this month entered the market via an
upmarket activewear brand store in Sandton
City, and Decathlon set down firm roots.
Erke created a stir locally when SASCOC
chose the Chinese brand as the supplier of
performance wear for Team SA at the London Olympics in 2012. This resulted in several complaints from the athletes that their
performance wear did not fit properly and a
public outcry that the team kit came from
China. At that stage Erke was not distributed
locally.
But, at the end of 2013, Spiros Mavaraganis
got a license to import Erke and opened a
brand store in the Gardens Centre, Cape
Town. He also planned to distribute the brand
to other retailers. This, however, never materialised, and instead he opened two more
stores in Cape Town.
As we all know, despite their R31-m contract
in 2012, Erke was replaced by Chinese brand
360 Degrees as kit supplier to SASCOC for the
2016 Olympic Games in Brazil.
All the Erke stores are now closed, and the
cell phone number linked to all three stores
just gives a subscriber unavailable message.
We were therefore unable to get comment
from Mavaraganis if he has other plans for the
brand in South Africa, and why the stores were
closed.
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Up North, in Sandton City, another international brand store opened: Plein Sport, the
global activewear brand from the house of the
renowned German interior and fashion designer Philipp Plein. The activewear division was
launched in 2016 as part of the Swiss group,
Philipp Plein International, which owns the
namesake high fashion brand and men’s luxury
brand Billionaire.
This is a high-end luxury brand, which is only
sold through its own exclusive stores. The
first store was opened in London at the end
of 2016, and several others were opened in
Milan, Paris, Amsterdam, Hong Kong, etc. So
far the pattern seems to be to open one store
per country.
Decathlon, which also only sells its own
brands through its own stores, entered the
market in a completely different way: first
testing the waters with pop-up stores in
Soweto and Greenstone, building brand
awareness through sponsorship of various
events and community initiatives, before
opening a mega store in New Market, Alberton, in September. Anticipation for this mega
store was created months in advance via advertising on a booth in the adjacent parking
lot, where Decathlon products were sold and
events marketed.
But then, after opening more than 1 200 of
their warehouse-style stores globally — with
more added regularly — the French retailer
should know how to open stores by now.

Plein Sport. Photo: Photogeniustats
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What to stock for cue sport
Visit Sports Trader’s website for more product knowledge: www.sportstrader.co.za

W

hether you stock cue sport
equipment for the home/holiday market, club level players or pool halls, there are a
few key items to look out for
to keep cue sport players inside your store and
coming back for more.
Naturally, stocking a variety of items will
enable you to cater for a wider market and
ensure that customers won’t leave empty
handed — and keep them coming back to buy
more. Often overlooked items can add to your
customers’ playing experience and making
sure you have these items on hand can easily
spur add-on sales.
Although pool halls or clubs would order
tables directly from the manufacturer, they
often buy accessories from retailers. Stocking equipment that are a few levels higher
than those used in the basic holiday home can
therefore be lucrative if a retailer forms a
partnership with a local pool hall or club.
While there are obvious similarities between
snooker and pool — both use a cue to hit a
ball with the aim of potting or sinking them
into the pockets of a cloth-covered table —
there are differences in the equipment used
for the cue sport codes. There will also be different needs for customers buying recreational equipment or accessories for use at home,
compared to the more experienced or league
player.

Our cut-out-and-keep series to
assist retailers with product
knowledge
Words: NELLE DU TOIT CLAASSEN, compiled with the help of PowerGlide, Cue
Sport Equipment: www.myactivesg.com,
How to choose a pool cue: www.thoughtco.com, www.pooltableplans.com,www.
thoughtco.com,www.billiards.colostate.
edu, www.snookercues.com and www.
pooldawg.com.

Selling cues
Snooker cue shafts are usually thinner than
pool cues and the tips taper to form a smaller
tip than in pool.
Player level: The feel of the cue is important to how the snooker or pool player will react to, and use, the cue. Both the weight and
balance point play critical roles here.
• Beginner players: A heavier cue is recommended for beginners, as it may be easier
to get extra spin from the increased mass
of the cue.
◦◦ A heavier cue is, however, more likely to
result in miscues and unwanted side spin
compared to a lighter cue.
• Intermediate to league player: Recommend a lighter cue. This level of player requires a more accurate, skilled stroke, but
makes it easier to control the speed of the
cue ball.
◦◦ Intermediate players often use a 540gm
(19 ounce) or lighter cue, with many pro-

Top to bottom: a set of balls is an absolute necessity to
play cue sport; some suppliers sell maintenance kits
like this one, which holds chalk, magnetic chalk holder,
tip clamp, tip shaper, tip trimmer, tip cement, cue cloth,
cue ball marker and snooker tips; decorated cues are
real eye catchers.

fessionals even preferring a 510gm (18
ounce) cue.
One, two or three pieces? Whether the
cue he purchases has joints or not, will depend
on your customer’s own preference. You might
want to point out a few pros and cons between

the different lengths of cues.
• One piece: some players prefer the solid
feel and crafted look of a single piece cue.
◦◦ Snooker players might also prefer a one
piece because it is easier to add attachments like an extender.
◦◦ If a customer plans on travelling with his
cue, he might prefer a jointed cue that is
less bulky and can fit in a smaller case in
a car boot.
• ½ point joint: a joint at mid-point makes
it more convenient to carry or store the cue
than a single cue.
◦◦ A good quality brass joint should last long
and keep the cue straight at the joint.
◦◦ A cue case that is required to transport a
jointed cue will be more affordable than a
longer case needed for a single piece, and
the combined cue-and-case price might
make this an attractive option for your
customers.
• ¾ point joint: this is sometimes also referred to as a butt-jointed or three-piece
cue, even if it only has two pieces.
◦◦ The ¾ joint cue is usually sturdier than the
½ point joint cue.
◦◦ Customers who play in constricted spaces,
like pool halls, sometimes prefer a buttjointed cue because the butt can be removed to shorten the cue.
Balance: many cues can have their weight or
balance altered to suit a player’s preference.
• A typical balancing point is a few inches
ahead of the wrap.
• Some players prefer the balance point more
to the rear, others to the front of the cue.
• Flipping a cue upside down and removing the rubber bumper, you can access the
weight that is inserted in the butt to adjust
the balance.
Cosmetics: decorations usually increase the
price, but not the performance, of the cue.
• The natural wood feel of the cue may, in
fact, be lessened by too many inlays or other
modifications.
• A customer might, however, buy a cue with
an intricate design because it boosts his confidence when he plays with an attractive
cue.

Cue balls
One of the crucial purchases for cue sport is
the balls. Different types of balls are needed
for the different types of cue sports.
Pool: The two most popular for- To p46
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Cue sport cont. from p45
mats of play are the 8- and 9-ball, each with
different balls.
• 8-ball uses 14 coloured balls, in sets of
seven (e.g. seven solid and seven striped, or
seven red and seven yellow), a black 8-ball,
and a cue ball.
• 9-ball requires nine balls, numbered one to
nine, as well as a cue ball.
• All balls are usually 2 ¼ inch in diameter for
English play and 2 inch in American.

Snooker uses 22 balls: 15 red, one each of
yellow, green, brown, blue, pink and black, as
well as a cue ball.
• In English tradition, the yellow, green,
brown, blue, pink and black balls are unnumbered, but they are numbered in American.
• Snooker balls, including the cue ball, are
smaller than pool balls: 2 1/16th inch in
English style and a little larger 2 1/8th inch
in American.

Cue tips
Cue tips get worn and often need replacing
and, since they are essential for a cue to function properly, they are a good option to stock
in your store. An added bonus is that they
are also small and won’t take up much shelf
space.
Keep in mind that there are slight differences between snooker and pool tips.
• Snooker: Smaller tips, between 8-11mm,
that allow for more precision.
• Pool: Tips vary from 11mm to 14mm.
Beginners tend to start with a 13mm tip, generally moving to a 12-12½mm tip size after
some experience has been gained.

Tip construction

• Solid leather: The most traditional style of
tip.
◦◦ Very popular, usually inexpensive, and are
preferred by a lot of traditional shooters.
◦◦ Minor blemishes and defects in the leather
itself can cause these tips to be a little
inconsistent.
◦◦ Tiny gaps in the leather can cause issues
like mushrooming, which can then lead to
miscues.
• Layered/Phenolic tips: Made by stacking
between six and ten thin sheets of leather
on top of one another and then punching cylindrical tips.
◦◦ Increased durability and consistency.
Hard or soft: Tips are available in hard and
soft varieties.
• Soft tip provides a better feel through the
shot.
◦◦ Slightly longer contact time with the ball.
◦◦ Chalks better.
◦◦ Dampens the impact slightly, leading to
the player feeling less force from the shot.
• Hard tip: Professionals often prefer a harder tip because it:
◦◦ Lasts longer
◦◦ Retains its rounded shape better.
◦◦ Better efficiency, giving the cue ball
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slightly more speed for a given cue mass
and speed. With more speed, less spin will
be lost on the way to the object ball or
cushion.
◦◦ Shorter contact time at fast speed.

Tables for pool and snooker
Pool and snooker tables are among the most
challenging items to stock, due to their size,
weight and the logistics required to transport
them. They do, however, generate big ticket
sales due to their prices. There are subtle differences between a pool and snooker table:
• Snooker tables are generally bigger
and lower to the ground with a faster cloth
(wool/nylon blend) and narrower pockets
than pool tables.
◦◦ British-style snooker tables are the largest at about 6’ (183cm) width and double
the length 12’ (366cm)
◦◦ American-style snooker tables are sized
from 5’(154cm) wide x 10’ (305cm) long.
• Pool tables also come in different sizes,
depending on what they are needed for:
◦◦ Regular pool tables are sized 4’ (122cm)
x 8’ (244cm).
◦◦ Tournament tables are sized 4.5’ (137cm)
x 9’ (274cm).
◦◦ Bar/coin tables range between 3’ (91cm) x
6’ (183cm) and 3.5’ (107cm) x 7’ (213cm).

Add-ons
Once you have the customer committed to
buying an item, such as a cue, for example,
you can highlight other add-on items that
he might prefer buying at the same time. As
a good salesperson knows, there is a crucial
time when a customer is happy with purchasing an item and can be gently reminded about
other items that can prolong performance.

Cue cases: A good approach may be to find
out whether the customer will be travelling
with the cue and, if so, have cue case recommendations on hand. Cue cases are also a welcome addition to players who take their own
cues to play in pool halls or at friends’ houses,
for example.
• Generally, the softer the case, the lighter
the weight, but the less protection for the
cue. Any case is going to provide protection, but a good hard case or box case will
almost always offer more protection than a
soft case.
Cue accessories: There are also a number of cue accessories that a retailer can stock
that will make the game more enjoyable for
his customers. These include accessories that
can help them with those hard-to-reach shots.
• Snooker tables are quite big and therefore
snooker players might want to attach rest or
bridge extensions to the cue to reach the far
away shots.
◦◦ A rest, or bridge, extension is attached to
the playing cue to lengthen it and provide
an easier access to the cue ball on trickier
shots.

◦◦ A spider cue will also help the player in
this regard.
• Pool jump and break cues: Serious pool
players often make use of a specialized
jump cue and break cue, in addition to their
usual playing cue.
◦◦ Jump cues are much shorter and lighter
with a hard tip to enable a player to jump
the ball more easily.
◦◦ Hybrid jump/break cues (a typical jump
cue with an extension that’s added for the
break) allow a player to invest in one cue
that will handle all non-regular shots.
◦◦ Regular playing cues have softer tips to
allow more spin, whereas break cues typically have harder tips with stiffer shafts to
get more power into the shot.
◦◦ Trick shot cues: Typically, very heavy with
a hard ferrule, often phenolic (see below),
that is designed for impact, and a soft tip
to allow more spin on the ball.

Smaller accessories
Remember to regularly replenish your stock of
often-used accessories like:
• Chalk
• Chalk holders
• Cue racks
• Cue rests
• Cue towel
• Glove
• Scoreboards
• Table brush
• Table cover
• Tip replacement kit or cement
• Triangles

Maintenance products
To ensure he gets as long a life as possible
from his purchases, your customer will also
need to maintain his cues and tips.
• Shafts get dirty, and the more your customer uses the cue, the dirtier it will get. Make
sure to stock quick as well as deep cleaning
products to keep cues working as new.
• Tips: Once on the cue, the tip should be
regularly checked and shaped and scuffed
as needed. A critical shot requiring a bit of
extra spin won't come off as planned with a
tip that isn’t properly rounded.
◦◦ A tip that is not maintained will not hold
chalk very well, and miscues will be more
likely at smaller tip offsets.
◦◦ A harder tip might require even more attention in this regard. It is therefore of
utmost importance that your customer
knows how to shape/scuff the cue tip.
◦◦ Even a brand new cue tip (never been
chalked or shaped) will require a bit of
preparation before a player is ready to
shoot with it.
• The player may also want to use a tip shaper: it often has a bowl-shaped depression
with scoring abrasive paper inside. Place on
a flat surface, hold the cue upside down, put
the tip into the depression and roll it. Abrasive chalk will scuff the tip.

Sport news
Gilbert is official rugby
and netball balls
GILBERT IS the official ball for
both SA Rugby
and SA Schools
Netball, and internationally
it
has extended its
agreement with
the International
Spectra (above)
Netball Federaand Pulse (below).
tion as official
ball for the Netball
World Cup.
“This gave us
the confidence required to continue
our
partnership
and seek areas to activate and
grow together,” says SA Schools
Netball of the extension.
Spectra is the official netball
ball for high school matches, and
Pulse for primary school and entry
level high school games.
SA Schools Netball has also
launched the #ItsMyGame campaign, which emphasises that
netball is a sport for all levels of
players.
“Gilbert has been at the forefront of rugby ball innovation
over the years,” says Tsholofelo
Kubheka, GM Commercial for SA
Rugby. “Their various patented
and trademarked technologies
collectively contribute towards
the composition of high performance rugby balls.”
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PowerGlide sets make selling cues easy
THE POWERGLIDE brand of cues
and accessories was started by
Rex Williams, a seven times World
Professional Billiards champion.
Your customers can rest easy in the
knowledge that he would have had
an idea of what a player might want
from his equipment.
The latest PowerGlide innovation
— a range of cue and case sets that

also include chalk and tips — might
be of special interest to your customers looking forward to spending time around the pool table with
family and friends during the holiday period.
These sets are also handy for people who want to travel with their
own cues, for example to play at
a pool hall or bar, or at a friend’s

home. Your customer will appreciate how much nicer it is to play
with a cue that he has maintained
and that he is familiar with.
PowerGlide forms part of the Unicorn Group, locally distributed by
Opal Sports, which also distributes
the Unicorn Group brands Gunn &
Moore and Unicorn. The brand is
therefore in good company.

PowerGlide has developed a range of cues and cases, which can be
sold along with chalk and tips in a retail-friendly, heat-sealed clam
pack.
Cue and cases can be mixed and matched to the retailer’s individual
requirements to create a bespoke package to suit their individual
needs. Examples of the cues and sets are shown here, along with
their cases.
Cues can be made in tip sizes 10mm to 13mm.

Official balls

Dimension: entry
level matches at
school and club Vapour: school
level.
matches for ages
16 -19.

Photon: club level
use
Barbarian: union
games

Match XV: union and
international games
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Cosmic snooker
cue set includes
Cosmic cue, soft
cue case, chalk
and tips.

Galaxy snooker
cue set includes
Galaxy cue, soft
cue case, chalk
and tips.

Legend snooker
cue set includes
Legend cue,
Attaché case,
chalk and tips.

Wipeout pool
cue set includes
Wipeout cue,
soft cue case,
chalk and tips.

Assassin pool
cue set includes
Assassin cue, soft
cue case, chalk
and tips.
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SA athletes perform
... against all odds
Wayde, Akani, Caster, Luvo — just a few of the instantly-recognisable names of super
stars of the athletic track who make South Africans proud. Do their outstanding performances — despite little support from the sports authorities — inspire a new generation
of athletes at grassroots level? asks ANTOINETTE MULLER

I

n 2015, Akani Simbine became the second South African ever to break the 10
second barrier in the 100m. It was a
9.99 second effort, run at a European
Permit meeting in Slovenia. At the time,
the sprinter said: “Now that I’ve got it (sub-10
seconds) out of the way I will be able to run
those times consistently and I hope to go even
faster.”
Fast-forward just over two years and not just
Simbine, but Wayde van Niekerk, Thando Roto
and Henricho Bruintjies have all broken that
mark.
Think of it as South Africa’s own four-minute
mile effect. When one athlete achieves, the
rest believe they can follow. Nowhere else is
the evidence of the country’s athletic future
more evident than at the U18 IAAF World Athletics Championships held in Kenya this year.
The squad clocked the country's best ever
medal haul at a major global athletics championship, earning 11 podium places to finish top
of the table. Most notably, Tshenolo Lemao became the country's first ever world title winner in the 100m event.

Athletics has widest reach
These successes can be attributed to a number
of factors, but as with most things, it starts at
grassroots. In terms of participation, athletics
is one of the widest reaching sports in the country, especially at primary school level.
Statistics from the department of Sport and
Recreation South Africa (SRSA) ranks athletics
as the sport with the second most participants
at primary level — second only to netball —
and third most at high school level — pipped
only by soccer and netball. Out of the 12 600plus schools on SRSA's books, 9 723 indicate
that they offer athletics.
Participation from an early age is critical
since there is plenty of evidence that suggests
that meaningful practice from youth level will,
more often than not, provide an athlete with a
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base from which to build future success.
That is not to say that hard work is the only
way in which success at elite level will oneday be achieved, or that genetic outliers do
not contribute, but it is the base that makes
a difference. Chances are that any successful
sporting star you can think of started participating in some sport at a very young age.
But, consistent progress through age groups
is more difficult. The drop off in participation
between primary and high school is evidence
of that.
The positive is that, unlike rugby and cricket, success in athletics is accessible to all
learners — as the numbers show. While lack
of facilities the biggest barrier to entry for al-

When one athlete achieves,
the rest believe they can
follow in his footsteps

most all other school sports, athletics can take
place almost anywhere. Promising athletes
therefore don’t have to come from more elite
schools to have a chance of achieving success.
Two of South Africa’s gold medallists — Caster Semenya and Luvo Manyonga — came from
schools you might not ordinarily consider sport
schools. Semenya went to Nthema Secondary
School, while Manyonga attended Desmond
Mpilo Tutu Senior Secondary School
For runners specifically, road running clubs
also play a huge role to play in fostering and
identifying talent. Hundreds of running clubs
in every corner of every province offer homes
to aspiring and established runners of all ages.
With a new race added to the South African
calendar almost every year — especially in the
middle distance category — athletics is the
most inclusive sport in the country. If you are
a talented runner, chances are good that you

will get spotted.
But, it’s not all moonshine and roses for
everyone. In 2015, the Harmony Academy in
Welkom, renowned for its role in nurturing a
number of Sevens players, shut its doors. Reliant on private funding, it just wasn’t sustainable anymore.

Some set-backs
In the Cape, the Western Cape Sport School
finds itself in a state of flux, uncertain how
some of its programmes will be funded.
And therein lies the crux. South Africa’s
economy makes for uncertain times. And
while mass participation is booming, the step
up will always be a challenge.
Any aspiring athlete dreams of winning medals. But, in order to do that he needs to gain
experience by testing himself against the best
in the world. It’s about getting a taste of what
those big crowds are like and responding to that
euphoria. It’s about access to opportunities.
Unfortunately, Athletics South Africa this
year excluded fourteen athletes who met IAAF
qualification standards from the team sent
to the IAAF World Championship. Six of them
stood a chance of progressing further than the
first round.
When the reward of events like the World
Championship falls away, the incentive for
young athletes to work tirelessly — largely
without the support of these very same administrators — to represent their country also
falls away.
Caster Semenya, Wayde van Niekerk, Akani
Simbine, Luvo Manyonga and all of South Africa’s other athletes have doubtless inspired a
whole generation of aspiring young stars.
And while some of them will go on to achieve
great things, it’s just a shame that more can’t
be done to catch those who won’t. Because if
we could, South Africa would kick even more
dust into the eyes of rival countries.
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Above: Clarence Munyai, a Gr12
learner from the TuksSport High
School, was the second youngest
athlete to compete in the 200m
at the IAAF World Championships
in London.
Left: World champion jumper
Luvo Manyonga also trains at
TuksSport.
Far left: Elite 100m sprinter Akani
Simbine graduated from Tuks
while competing internationally.
Photos: Reg Caldecott.

Why do most elite athletes come from TUKS?
SOUTH AFRICA has limited resources
and many athletes have learnt the
hard way that they cannot rely on
government support to
provide the
necessary resources. Yet, South
Africans continue to challenge some of
the world’s best. Several of them have
a common denominator: the University
of Pretoria (TUKS) and its sport school.
ANTOINETTE MULLER looks at why it is
so successful in nurturing talent
Akani Simbine, Luvo Manyonga, Carina Horn
and Wenda Nel are just some of the elite
athletes who have achieved success through
the innovative ways the University of Pretoria
(TUKS) fosters the development of future stars.
A total of 39 athletes, managers and
coaches who went to the 2016 Rio Olympics
were from Tuks. The university also won the
Varsity Athletics, hockey, rugby and football
competitions this year.
It’s an astounding feat, but it’s been a long
time in the making. In fact, it’s taken nearly two

decades to get to this point, Steven Ball, the
Deputy Director of Coaching and Performance
Management, explains.
Back in 1999 the university was fairly competitive. Then Kobus van der Walt was appointed as
Director of Sport, and he had a vision. He wanted to transform the culture from winning being
the end goal, to winning being a by-product of
an environment conducive to excellence.
"It's about creating a culture where athletes
can learn and develop with a focus on values
learned through sport," Ball explains.
With that culture comes sporting success. And
when an institution is successful, people will be
drawn to it. It’s evident in the fact that despite
Tuks offering the country’s top athletes considerably less in terms of bursaries than its rivals,
top talent is still drawn to the university.
So much so that Ball says the university doesn’t
necessarily go out to recruit young talent. The
pathways to success are so clear, that they don’t
need to. The campus also hosts its own high
school — an elite sports school that caters to all
different codes with rigorous training regimes.
“We don’t just throw kids into this environ-

ment. We have to make sure they can manage
the expectations. Sometimes you might be
required to train at five in the morning, go to
school, and then train again in the afternoon,”
Ball says.
In exceptional cases, like with Manyonga, the
university will work closely with stakeholders
like Athletics South Africa, SRSA and SASCOC to
aid an athlete’s development.
But mostly, it’s a well-oiled machine and one
that functions on its own steam because, as Ball
says, intuitions have to function independently
to remain sustainable.
The greatest reward is seeing successful athletes graduate as well-rounded humans. The
most recent example is Akani Simbine, who
received his Bachelor of Information Science
degree in September. It took him five years to
achieve his goal because of various set-backs.
“There were challenges, difficulties and a lot
going on outside of school, which prevented me
from finishing on time,” he says. “I failed a couple
of subjects, but I came back and completed it.”
It’s no wonder, then, that across the country,
universities are following suit.
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Schools
help
MTB
grow
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SAMANTHA THOMAS gives an overview of the tremendous
growth in MTB participation and the contribution of the
Spurs School MTB League plays to this growth

O

ver the past three decades,
mountain biking (MTB) has radically transformed from a marginal adventure activity into
a bona fide mainstream sport
popular with a wide range of South Africans.
In the late 80’s and early 90’s when demand
for off-road bikes and gear emerged, MTB was
commonly pegged as just a fad.
However, it didn’t take long before scores of
road cyclists started trying it out with many
crossing over to the more spirited, technical
riding experience. Many others were drawn to
the sport of cycling for the first time by the
sheer allure of being able to ride bikes offroad through sensational natural landscapes.
Given South Africa’s bountiful and diverse
outdoor environments, as well as the excellent weather, it is probably not surprising that
MTB has exploded in the country.
While for young and old, singles and families, it may just be a great healthy past time,
MTB has also developed as a significant sport
in the country.
South African MTB Milestones include:
• The first South African MTB events took
place in the late 1980’s, with the SA National
MTB Cup Series taking place in 1992.
• The international Grundig/UCI Mountain
bike World Cup Series was held in Stellenbosch in 1997.
• In 2003, Greg Minnaar, South Africa’s star
downhill racer, first won the UCI Downhill
World Championship. He would go on to
achieve a hat trick by winning the title again
in 2012 and 2013.
• The inaugural Absa Cape Epic was staged in
2004 as a prominent multi-day race covering over 800km in 8 days, and this inspired
the development of other annual marathon
MTB events such as Sani2C, JoBerg2C and
the Sabie Experience, which have become
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very popular attractions for both local and
global riders.
• In 2009, SA master MTB trail builder and director of Amarider, Meurant Botha, teamed
up with Spur Steak Ranches to launch the
Spurs Schools Mountain Bike League, enabling SA kids to enter MTB as a school sport
for the first time
• Also, in 2009, South African Burry Stander
became the U23 men's cross country champion at the UCI Mountain Bike World Championships.
• Today, the South African MTB calendar is
packed with diverse events across a wide
range of locations that draw elite professional riders from around the world, as well
as the amateur enthusiasts.

There are currently 493
participating schools delivering more than 10 500 riders into 46 regional events

• With more than 400 mountain biking trails,
some of which are hailed as amongst the
best in the world, it’s no wonder that South
Africa has become a sought after mountain
bike destination.
• In 2018, Stellenbosch will again proudly host
of a leg of the UCI Mountain Bike World Cup
The phenomenal popularity of MTB, its power
to deliver SA champions and master trail builders, and its role as booster of economic recreation — especially in our mountainous rural
areas — all point to the worthiness of strategic
investment in the sport.
In line with this, arguably, the greatest investment one can make is in increasing youths’
access to the sport.

In 2009 Amarider and Spur Steak Ranches
launched a Schools Mountain Bike League to
provide a regional and national structure for
the sport at school level. This initiative is today the country’s largest high school cycling
programme and main nursery for talent in the
sport.
The aim of the league is to introduce more
learners to bikes and to encourage South African schools to adopt mountain biking as an
official sport. The Spur Schools Mountain Bike
League has built a strong cross-country racing
format, with four events taking place in each
province between May and September.
There are currently 493 participating schools
delivering more than 10 500 entries into 46 regional events across 9 provinces.
Every year since its inception, the Spurs
Schools Mountain Bike League achieved a 10%
growth.
However, the goal is far more than just the
nurturing of exceptional talent. The league
recognises the contribution that a love of
mountain biking can make towards children
enjoying a healthy, active lifestyle with a connection to nature and the outdoors.
“The vision of the Spur Schools MTB League
is to get young riders onto their bikes to ride
for the pure enjoyment of being outside and
exercising, on their own, or with friends and
family,” says Meurant Botha.
“From there, they can take their mountain
biking as far as their personal goals and passions drive them through the league platform.
We’ll know we’ve succeeded if we just ignite
a passion for mountain biking — a sport that
can be enjoyed by the whole family, and over
a lifetime.”
For more information about Spur Schools
MTB League, how to enter and upcoming
events visit www.spurmtbleague.co.za.
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Virusha Subban

Lee-Ann Annandale

Busisiwe Vilakazi

New import valuations
of licensed goods

I mporters of licensed goods who pay
a license fee or royalties to brand owners should be aware of the new international customs valuation development, advise Virusha Subban (partner),
Lee-Ann Annandale (associate) and Busisiwe Vilakazi (candidate attorney) at
Bowmen’s. In this article they explain
how goods imported under franchise or
licensed agreements are affected by the
new valuations, as they could affect the
price they actually pay for the goods

T

he World Trade Organisation
(WTO) has issued an advisory
opinion relating to the Customs
Valuation Agreement, and this is
binding on all members, including
the South African Revenue Service (SARS). The
advisory opinion deals specifically with franchise agreements that involve imported goods
which are neither patented nor protected by
any intellectual property rights.
Customs valuation is one of the core tools for
facilitating trade, while securing revenue for
SARS. In an attempt to create a uniform system
for the valuation of imported goods for customs
purposes, the WTO Customs Valuation Agreement was created. It provides that the customs
value of the imported goods is the price actually
paid, or payable, for the goods when sold for
export to the country of importation.
This is where royalties and licence fees come
in. If the franchise agreement requires the
buyer to pay licence fees or royalties on the
imported goods as a condition of sale, these
must be added to the price actually paid, or
payable, for the goods being valued. That is
provided for in article 8 of the WTO’s Customs
Valuation Agreement and section 67 of South
Africa’s Customs and Excise Act, 1964.
The royalties and licence fees may include
payments in respect of patents, trademarks

New light has been shed
on royalties paid under
a licensed agreement in
which the imported goods
are unpatented
and copyrights, among other things. It is important to note that payments the buyer
makes for the right to distribute or resell the
imported goods shall not be added to the price
actually paid, or payable, unless such payments are a condition of the sale.
The key is to determine whether a royalty
or licence fee is related to the goods being
valued. For this purpose, Commentary 25.1
to Article 8.1(c) of the Customs Valuation
Agreement applies. It provides that royalties
or licence fees may commonly be considered
to relate to the goods being valued where the
goods incorporate the intellectual property
and/or are manufactured using intellectual
property covered by the licence. Going further, the Commentary explains that, in determining whether the buyer must pay the
royalty as a condition of the sale, it must be
confirmed that the buyer is otherwise unable
to purchase the imported goods.
New light has been shed on royalties paid
under a licensed or franchise agreement in
which the imported goods (inputs) are unpatented and not protected by any intellectual
property rights.
The WTO recently released advisory opinion
4.17, which focuses on a specific case about
whether royalties paid under a franchise
agreement are to be added to the price payable. The advisory opinion deals specifically
with inputs considered necessary and essential to the manufacture of the final products
(by the franchisee). In terms of the franchise
agreement, these goods can only be purchased

from the franchisor, or from a third party authorised by the franchisor, to meet the quality
requirements.
The opinion concludes that the royalties paid
by the franchisee are not to be added to the
price actually paid, or payable, for these imported goods. It explains that where the imported goods being valued are not branded,
patented or manufactured under a patented
process for which payment is made, the payment of royalties cannot be said to relate to
the imported goods, and thus cannot be included in the price actually paid, or payable.
Although advisory opinions are subject to
approval by the World Customs Organisation
Council, they are regularly cited by customs
authorities worldwide and serve as guidelines
to the trading countries that are subject to
the Valuation Agreement.
In South Africa, the Customs and Excise Act,
1964 provides that the WTO’s Customs Valuation Agreement and advisory opinions apply
when interpreting the following:
• Value for duty purposes on any goods imported into the Republic;
• The transaction value of these goods; and
• Adjustments to the price actually paid or
payable.
The Act does not specify whether such interpretations will be subject to the advisory
opinions only once these are approved by the
Council. However, the persuasive nature of
the advisory opinions, even before they are
approved by the Council, is indicative of their
impact on all members of the Agreement, including South Africa.
Importantly, the impending Customs Duty
Act, 2014 specifically provides that advisory
opinions will be binding on the valuation of
any goods imported into the Republic.
In effect, the new advisory opinion can be
said to be binding on SARS, therefore requiring
importers in South Africa to take note when importing under a franchise or license agreement.
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Happy Holidays?
Let’s hold thumbs!
It is not an easy time for any retail buyer or planner preparing for this year’s
traditional holiday, Xmas and back-to-school big-spend period. Predicting
consumer demand is almost impossible due to the bigger political picture.
Suppliers make some suggestions on what they believe will be sure sellers

A

s retailers get into gear for by far
the biggest selling period of the
year — the long summer school
holidays, Christmas and the new
year’s back-to-school purchases
— they have to do their planning during one
of the most unpredictable political climates
since 1994.
The big question is: come the end of the
year, will consumers be so upbeat and positive
that they splash out on luxury purchases … or
are they going to be depressed and scared and
buy only necessities?
Just as in 1994, consumer spending is very
much influenced by politics (remember the
stockpiling of the pre-election period?). Now,
it is just as difficult to predict how confident
consumers will be to spend money on recreational items in the lead up to the crucial December 16 to 20th ANC conference period ...
and especially, beyond!
It is no secret that investor and business
confidence will be seriously impacted by the
outcome of the election of the future president. And the direction of the money flow will
determine if consumers will flock to the malls
to spend, or go into hibernation.
In September Rand Merchant Bank asked 320
business leaders in and outside South Africa
to predict what the outcome of the election
would do to the rand.

It takes no crystal ball to
predict if you ain’t got it,
you can’t sell it . Having sufficient stock to cater for all
eventualities is a no-brainer. The question is just:
what should you stock?
At that stage it was pretty much a two-horse
race and a candidate like Zweli Mkihze was
not yet a serious contender. A win by deputy
president Cyril Ramaphosa would strengthen
the rand by 50c–R1 against the dollar, most of
the business people surveyed predicted. On
the other hand, a win by Nkosazana DlaminiZuma would weaken the rand by R1-R2 to the
dollar.
In an import-dependent non-essential purchase retail industry like ours, the importance
of a strong rand cannot be over-emphasised.
Especially what it does to consumer expectations and confidence. Even though the effect of the good exchange rate will only be
reflected in products arriving six months or a
year down the line, consumers will be more
likely to spend when they believe their rand
is worth more.
In the second quarter of this year, when the

Skateboarding on a fast run
WITH THE expected exposure
during the 2010 Tokyo Olympics beckoning, it is safe to
predict that skateboarding interest will grow with leaps and
bounds over the next few years
— whether among kids who want
to join the cool crowd or serious
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rand was trading well against the dollar and
pound (albeit due to external factors in those
countries) South Africa officially exited the depression with 2.5% quarterly GDP growth.
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) statistics for sporting goods equipment imported
into South Africa during the first half of 2017
show that the industry was benefitting from a
higher demand for international sports and fitness equipment. The volume of sporting goods
items imported in the first half of 2017 was
20% up on the previous year, while footwear
imports was 10% higher than the same period
in 2016.
The biggest surge in demand was in the first
quarter when sports imports increased 54%
from Q1 2016 — but in Q2 2017 there was a 6%
decrease in equipment volume imported compared to Q2 2016.
The obvious problem is that NOBODY has
an accurate crystal ball to predict the level
of consumer, business and investor confidence
over this year’s holiday and back-to-school
selling period. But, it takes no crystal ball to
predict if you ain’t got it, you can’t sell it.
Having sufficient stock to cater for all eventualities is a no-brainer. The question is just:
what should you stock?
On the following pages some suppliers give
tips about products they believe will generate
holiday sales, come what may.

participants who know all the moves.
More and more skateparks are being built in urban areas to provide
safe skating zones and several initiatives are in place to introduce
youths in all communities to this lifestyle sport. It is therefore accessible to all.
The need to stock skateboarding products is almost a given — especially during the coming holiday season.
Surge, locally distributed by De Wet Sports, offers a wide range of
skateboards that should appeal to all age and size of skateboarders.
The Manic Icon series offers some retro-style plastic To p54
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Holiday stock ideas cont. from p52
cruisers with vibrantly coloured decks with some awesome graphics underneath, says Kevin de Wet.
These polypropylene micro decks are ideal for smaller skaters as they
are narrow (150mm) and short (570mm). The ABEC 7 bearings ensure
a fairly high level of precision and efficiency, and also improves the
chance of achieving greater speeds.
Pop art dual-sided deck designs really make the retro-style Cruze
Skates stand out. The solid 9-ply large size maple decks are 760mm long
and 210mm wide and are therefore best suited to bigger skaters who
enjoy vert and ramp skating. They also have robust ABEC 5 bearings.
The full size Manic Fishtail series has retro style decks in three vibrant
airbrush fade colours. The attractive polypropylene decks are a standard 710mm long and 190mm wide with ABEC 7 bearings.

Summit keeps kids active
SUMMIT IS well-known for the top team sport balls they provide, but
the brand also gained a following among youngsters who enjoy ball
sports. Their Kids in Sport range is designed both for tomorrow’s sports
stars, as well as kids who just enjoy to be active and kick a ball around.
The bright colours and fun take on sport is bound to captivate children
for hours on end — and give mom and dad some respite.
These products will make excellent choices below the Christmas tree
— or as a special gift to keep a youngster active and occupied over the
school holidays.
Products are designed with attention-catching vibrant, bright colours
and are available as sets, each with the necessary products to practice
the activity.
They are also designed with children in mind: the majority of products
are soft, but with the same shape as the adult product. This soft design
is safe, giving parents peace of mind when their kids enjoy these sporting activities.
One example is the cricket set, which features a soft cricket bat and
ball that will prevent mishaps from happening when the kids play close
to windows.
The set also includes a ball launcher to give dad’s bowling arm a bit of
a rest, and to keep the kids occupied while mom and dad are at work
during the school holiday.
The soccer set is sure to have wide appeal among the many South African soccer lovers — big and small. It consists of a 2-in-1 pop-up soccer
goal that can be used in two different ways: the one side is a goal net
and the other is a target area, where children can practice accurate
shooting. It also comes with a soft soccer ball.
There are also baseball and tennis sets with soft balls and bats or
rackets, as well as a ball lancher in each set.
Boxing is an excellent form of exercise as well as a way of getting rid
of anger and frustration and the boxing set from Summit will probably
be just as popular with the adults as junior dreaming of future fame
in the ring. The set provides an injury-free workout with a soft, safe
bag that features target zones. The set also includes child-size boxing
gloves.
Golf remains a crowd pleaser and aspirational sport — and as in many
other sporting codes, the younger you start, the better your chance of
mastering the art. Summit’s golf set is sure to inspire inter- To p56
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3 Piece Cricket Set

3 Piece Baseball Sets
(Catch-and-Hit or Hit Set)

3 Piece Boxing Set

3 Piece Tennis Set

5 Piece Golf Set

2 Piece Soccer Set
(Target and Goal Shooting)

Trade enquiries: Opal Sports
Tel: 011 695 9640 | nigel@opalsport.com

High Bounce Balls
(Smooth or Dimpled)
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est in the next generation and give them a gentle introduction to a sport they can enjoy till old
age. It’s designed to replicate the real equipment (complete with ball, clubs and putting hole),
while allowing children to learn and have fun at the same time.
The packaging of these Summit products, available locally from Opal Sports, has been designed
to stand out in your store. The cardboard outer has bright graphics, and the eye-catching products are visible from far.

Special offers from R & S Traders to benefit customers

Surviving Adventure

WHEN PURSES are thin, everybody is looking
for specials that offer them more bang for
their bucks. R&S Traders is assisting its retail
customers by offering them several specials
and bulk deals that should appeal to the
many new and old converts to air gun shooting looking for an interesting gift.
The increased interest in the many age
group competitions organised by the SA Air
Rifle Association in seven provinces, and the
many organised shooting sport disciplines
that use airguns (e.g. metallic silhouette,
benchrest, action shooting, etc.) provide a
big, and growing, market of airgun and rifle
sport shooters.
In addition, there are many families who are
not shooting club members who buy airguns
for target practice and to learn the basics of
firearm handling — especially since it does
not require the stringent licensing process.
There are various specials offered by R&S
Traders in time for the holidays. For example,

an air rifle (SR 1250S 5.5mm), plus scope
(4x32) and 500 pointed pellets combo
for R1 695 (below). Or a combination
of TC pellet traps, duck
traps and a pack of
100 card targets
for R400.
They also
offer bulk
deals on
pellets,
for example, 36 bottles of 1 500 steel BBS or 50 tins
of pointed pellets for R2 000 each.
They also offer a variety of airguns and rifles
at various price points.
The R&S philosophy is if you don’t have it,
you can’t sell it and they therefore aim to
replenish stock faster than the industry average, by ensuring that they have a ready
supply of the products they source from all
over the world.

Gear that appeals to adventurers and travelers from TOG

View our full range at:

JUST IN time for the holiday camping, trekking and overseas traveling season Traverse
Outdoor Gear (TOG) is introducing a new
brand, Life Marque, which offers nifty products and accessories for people on the go. The
brand has several ranges, but TOG is initially
introducing two — Lifesystems for adventurers and campers who don’t mind roughing it,
and Lifeventure for less intrepid travelers.
Lifesystems products have protected adventurers and explorers for over 25 years against
whatever the elements and fate have thrown
at them, says Deidre Keulder of TOG.
The wide product range includes first aid
kits, water purification, sun protection, insect repellants, thermal mugs, etc. to provide
some comfort to adventurers venturing into
the toughest climates and inhospitable environments.
“The product developers work with leading
expedition and emergency medical experts,
travelling in the world’s harshest regions to
create a collection of outdoor medical and
survival products that will withstand the most
extreme conditions and environments,” explains Keulder.
The brand does constant research and employ scientific innovation to produce these
products that can help you survive your toughest adventures, she says.
The Lifeventure range has catered for travelers wanting to experience new cultures,

Traversegear.co.za
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Discovering Adventure

Traverse Outdoor Gear

broaden their horizons
and explore every
corner of every
continent in security and comfort for
over 20 years, says
Keulder.
Products include interesting storage
and security products — including wallets that block RFiD microchipped cards against identity theft
— money belts, wash gear, sleep
gear, first aid kits, options for eating and drinking on the go, and many
more items aimed at making a traveling more comfortable.
“Every product is specified
to the highest standards and
functionality, reliability and
style are all key considerations that the team continually work to perfect,” says
Keulder. “Whether you’re
heading out on an adventure
holiday, gap year, or just
stepping out of your front
door, Lifeventure is with you
every step of the way.”
The first products
were expected to
land at the end of
October.

WE ARE READY FOR SUMMER!

M201S Low Volume Mask
Camo Finish

3254P PVC Mask
Junior

3249S Silicone Mask
Senior
5200S Silicone
Snorkel to
match 3249S
Mask

5201 Silicone Snorkel
Foldable Design

AS-01 Silicone
Grease (60gram)

8506 Second Stage and
Octopus with 36” Hose

Neoprene Aqua Shoes
TF1 Rubber Swim Fins – Sizes: XXS-XXL

EZ6141 Silicone Goggle
Junior – Rear Adjusting

EZ6166 Silicone Goggle
Senior – Mirror Lens Finish

DF300 Rubber Long Blade Fin — Sizes: XXS-XXL

6042 Long Hair Silicone
Swim Cap – Black

EZ6169 Silicone Racing
Goggle Senior – Anti-fog

Neoprene Mini Balls

Cold Towel
30 x 100cm – Blue

EZ6162 Silicone Goggle
Senior – Anti-fog

Neoprene Skim Ball

W.E.T. Sports 021-948 8150 email: sales@wetsports.co.za website: www.wetsports.co.za

Neoprene Dive
Animals — 3 pack

Neoprene Dive
Streamers — 3 pack
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Far left: Mike Phillip (left)
and The Kingfisher team
always do brisk business
at SAFTAD.
Left: Arno Laubscher has
gained local and international success with his
Scientific Fly company.
Opposite: Claire Ramsden and Howard Joscelyne introduced the latest
innovations from the impressive stable of brands
Apex Walker represents.
All photos on these pages
by Louis du Toit

Heading for the water

As the holidays approach the number of customers seeking new tackle, diving and other watersport gear
will grow. Will this result in a much-needed cash-injection for the industry?

T

his summer, South Africans will
again flock to holiday sports close
to water to wash away the year’s
stress by enjoying water sports
like diving, fishing and various
boat sports. In the Western Cape, especially,
people will enjoy being in an environment
where there is plenty of water as the taps
threaten to run dry.
But, like many other non-esseantial retail
categories, the fishing tackle trade is under
pressure as cash-strapped consumers hang on
to older equipment instead of upgrading to the
newest.
Statistics from the Department of Trade and
Industry reveal that the total value of fishing
equipment (rods, fishing-hooks and other line
tackle, fish landing nets, etc) imported into
South Africa in Q2 2017 amounted to R44.3-m,

a 15% decline from Q2 2016 (R51.3-m).
This is despite an increase in the number of
fishing equipment units being imported from
1.37-m in Q2 2015, 1.75-m in Q2 2016 to 1.77m in Q2 2017. This is because the imported
number of lower-priced items that need to be
replenished regularly was far higher than the
more expensive items like rods and reels that
can be kept for another season.
Despite being lower priced, fishing accessories account for about 90% in the volume of
imports and 40% of the rand value.
This trend was also evident in the items
retailers favoured at this year’s SAFTAD (SA
Tackle Agents and Distributors) trade show in
Johannesburg: half of the exhibitors responding to a Sports Trader snap survey said that retailers mainly came to replenish product lines,
although there were some who were very in-

W.E.T. Sports Importers is one of the longstanding SAFTAD members who introduce new products at the show. “Retailers were crying out for new, innovative
products, not necessarily higher end products,” reports Patrick Franck (middle),
here with Andrew (left) and Darren Wentzel. Their new ranges therefore received
plenty of retail interest — not only the new tackle ranges, but also their growing
range of snorkelling gear. Their new, well-priced, neoprene aqua shoe in black or
yellow, for example, generated plenty of interest. They have added several new
masks from the EZ-Life and Saekodive brands in silicone for seniors and PVC
for juniors, as well as a low volume mask with a camo finish, which presents
a tighter fit and wider angle view as the glass is closer to your face. Snorkels
that match some of the mask models, as well as a foldable snorkel, have also
been introduced. They have also expanded their swimming offering with a new
silicone cap with room to accommodate long hair, silicone goggles with anti-fog
properties and short fin swimming and long blade rubber fins.
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terested in new products from exhibitors with
higher end products, or in buying accessories.
The strain on the tackle industry was again
evident at this year’s show where 42 exhibitors hosted visitors from 167 retail companies — 91 on Saturday and 76 on Sunday. This
is about 14% fewer than in 2016 when retail
representatives from 192 companies visited
the show, which had 40 exhibitors. Last year
SAFTAD already reported a 20% decrease in
visitor numbers from previous years.
This is, however, in line with the global trend
of trade shows finding it tough to compete
against the internet to attract visitors.
Globally, the fishing trade is seeing changes
in trading conditions. Fishing interest decline
has been reported in the UK market as total
rod licence sales this year dropped by almost
14% since 2010, with corresponding income

Pure Fishing considers the SAFTAD shows as an opportunity to showcase new
products and discuss existing ranges with customers. “Retailers want to keep their
knowledge current on what is new, or coming, as well as what products are continuing or being discontinued,” says Graham Hills. They recently introduced the new
Pure Fishing Penn series of Battalion surf grinder rods, which were designed with
the assistance of Protea anglers to meet the needs of local anglers. The lighter
blanks provide good overall rod action and feature longer EVA grips and full Fuji
components, says Hills. It has been enthusiastically received by anglers. “Sometimes that extra tip length makes it easier to cast when wading,” says Protea angler
Gerhard Guse of the 16’2 rod. “All it takes is a flick to get the distance you need and
get your bait into the perfect spot for a bite.” For Wesley Peens the fact that he only
needs to carry one rod on a fishing outing is “a complete luxury. Targetting giants
or finesse edible fishing, the new Battalion is extremely diverse,” he commented.
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less than the 50 plus exhibitors five years ago when the show was abuzz with
visitors from more than 250 retail companies. This year, there were eight
new exhibitors, including the distributors of the award-winning Savage Gear
in South Africa. A stalwart from previous shows — Halco — no longer exhibited
on its own, as the brand has now joined the big Sensational Angling stable.
Almost half of the exhibitors who responded to our questions were also
gearing up for the satellite trade shows in Port Elizabeth, Knysna and Cape
Town, which have become a fixture of the fishing tackle buying season.
This — as well as the pre-SAFTAD roadshows by some bigger distributors —
have been a hot topic for debate amongst exhibitors for a few years.
“Regional shows are also under threat, and customers need to be encouraged to attend the Johannesburg show,” says a long-time exhibitor who
wanted to be anonymous. “Show organisers need to think about being more
welcoming and perhaps give retailers a cash incentive from exhibitors to attend the Johannesburg show.”

falling by $3-m, according to the
publication Angling International.
International fishing and cycling
brand Shimano recently indicated
a weakening of their European
and North American fishing trade
markets.
But, even though the reduced
number of retailers who took the
trouble of attending the SAFTAD
trade shows was cause for concern for 75% of the exhibitors who
gave Sports Trader feedback, all
of them could name some benefits they derive from exhibiting
at the show.
Introducing their ranges and
company to new retail customers and meeting established retail
customers face to face, topped
the list of benefits identified by
exhibitors.
The majority also believe there
is no downside to exhibiting at
SAFTAD, except “that most retailers know when new product is going to be released, so very little
buying happens leading up to the
trade show,” commented Garth
Liefeldt from Thornveld Angling.
For out of town exhibitors, the
cost of being there and getting
there could be a deterrent “but
it is relative to the amount of potential business we can do,” believes Patrick Franck from W.E.T.
Sports Importers, based in Cape
Town.
And that probably explains the
relative optimism about the show,
despite fewer retailers: the visitors who attend this show come to
do business. None of the respondents to our snap show found that
the visitors to their stands were
only browsers. Those, who did
browse did so with the promise of
placing orders at a later stage, or
did place orders.
This year, there were 42 exhibitors in Johannesburg — two more
than last year, but still quite a few
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WWW.PUREFISHING.CO.ZA

LET THE BATTLE BEGIN...
LET THE BATTLE BEGIN...
PENN

®

BATTALION SURF GRINDER RODS

NEW!

Incorporating the latest Penn SLS technology the new 15’ 14” and 16’ 2” PENN Battalion
grinder rods have been designed with the help of local Protea anglers to feature lighter
blanks, an impressive overall rod action, longer EVA grips and full Fuji components.
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SUP ski wins at ICAST
Category

Product

Best of Show

Bote Rover

Saltwater Rod

St Croix Legen Tournament Inshore Xplorer Fly Fishing

Freshwater Rod

13 Fishing Fate Black

Fly Rod

G.Loomis IMX Pro Fly Rod

Rapala VMC SA

Saltwater Reel

Shimano Sustain Reels

Rapala VMC SA

Freshwater Reel

Shimano Curado K

Rapala VMC SA

Fly Reel

Pure Fishing

Saltwater Soft Lure

Pflueger Supreme QRS
Lews March Crush Speed Spool
Combo
Livetarget Hollow Body Mullet

Saltwater Hard Lure

Rapala 3D X-Rap Magnum 40

Rapala VMC SA

Freshwater Soft Bait

Lunkerhunt Prop Series

Freshwater Lure

Savage Gear 3D Topwater Bat

Terminal Tackle

Trapper Round Bend Treble

Fishing Line

Berkley Fireline Ultra 8

Pure Fishing

Tackle Management

Daiwa Corp Tactical Backpack

The Kingfisher

Marine Electronics

Humminbird Solix 5

Fishing Accessory

FishSmart

Yeti Coolers Panga Duffel
SIMMS S3 Guide Stocking Foot
Wader
Eagle Claw Flounder Sample Pack

Eyewear

Costa Sunrise Mirror Lens

Rod Reel Combo

SUP HAS COME full circle: the Best of Show product at the
2017 ICAST Show is a Stand Up Paddle board on steroids …
actually, with a motor and propeller attached. The Bote
Rover is a flattish fishing skip that will take the fisherman to
wherever he wants to fish — and just before he enters the
shallow waters, he can lift the motor, take up his oar, and
stealthily approach the fish as a SUP paddler. Turning the
clock back two centuries to when captain James Cook first
saw Hawaiian fishermen paddling out to sea while standing
on flat boards.
The Boat Rover also won the Boats category at the annual International Convention of Allied Sportfishing Trades
(ICAST) fishing tackle show held in Orlando, US, earlier this
year. The 582 exhibitors in 1 982 booths covered almost 200
000m2 of the show floor. They attracted registrations from
close to 15 000 visitors — 1 156 people from 73 countries
outside the US.
Rapala VMC SA is the local distributor whose brands were
the most successful at the show, touted as the world’s biggest fishing tackle trade show. The brands they distributed
won five categories: Shimano won the Saltwater Reel and
Freshwater Reel categories (Sustain Reel and Curado K),
G.Loomis won the Fly Rod category (IMX Pro), the Rapala 3D
X-Rap won the Saltwater Hardlure category, while the Costa
Sunrise Mirror lens won the Eyewear category.
Pure Fishing brands won two awards: Berkley Fireline Ultra
8 won the Fishing Line and the Pflueger Supreme QRS was
judged to be the best Fly Reel.
It is interesting to note how much the American show winners differ from the products that won categories at the EFTTEX trade show (see Sports Trader Q3): only the Savage Gear
3D Topwater Bat, locally available from RAD Fishing Gear,
was a winner at both shows. At ICAST it was judged to be
the best Freshwater Lure, but the EFTTEX judges voted it to
be the Best Innovation of the Year and the Best Hard Lure.
Other brands available locally that won categories are: St
Croix Legen Tournament Inshore from Xpolorer Fly Fishing
won the Saltwater Rod category, Daiwa Corp Tactical Backpack, available from The Kingfisher, was voted to be the
best Tackle Management product, SIMMS S3 Guide Stocking
Foot Wader from Frontier Fly Fishing won the Fly Fishing Accessory category and Lews March Crush Speed Spool Combo
from Thornveld Angling won the Rod & Reel Combo category.
The FishSmart product of the show was the Eagle Claw
Flounder Sample Pack, available locally from Sensational
Angling.
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Fly Fishing Accessory

Lifestyle Apparel
Technical Apparel
Footwear

Local Distributor

Thornveld Angling

RAD Fishing Gear

Frontier Fly Fishing
Sensational Angling Supplies
Rapala VMC SA

Frogg Toggs Prym1 Pilot Jacket
Frogg Toggs Sierran Transityion
Wader
Huk Attack

Boating Accessory

Yeti Coolers LoadOut Bucket

Boats

Bote Rover

Giftware

Catch & Release Fish Prints

Kid’s Tackle

13 Fishing Ambition Combo
Lowrance SA is one of the
regular exhibitors at local boat shows — and was
again present this year at
the Cape Town International
Boat Show in the V&A Waterfront at the end of October
(as we were going to print).
The show, known as as the
granddaddy of African boat
shows started 17 years ago
and the marine-related displays and many boats on
show attract thousands.

Right: Colin Farrer of Corsport introduced his latest
range of Zoggs swimming
goggles to the trade during the SAFTAD show.
From past experience he
also knows that anglers
enjoy a game of darts.
Although he expected it
to be a lot busier, he connected with 24 potential
new customers for his
Harrows darts and Zoggs
ranges, he says.
Photo Louis du Toit.

Outdoor News
Coreban International is new Mistral distributor
COREBAN INTERNATIONAL is the
new Southern African distributor
of SUP brand Mistral. They will be
making the brand available to any
reputable dealers in the area, says
owner Gary van Rooyen. “Mistral
is a lifestyle brand as well as a SUP
brand,” he explains. “Their offering extends from SUP, windsurfing,
footwear, clothing, watches, sunglasses to kayaks.” On the other
hand, “Coreban has strengths that
are specific that fit perfectly into
the gaps in Mistral’s range.”
For example, they are distributing Coreban custom boards to
South African retailers and Van
Rooyen foresees a collaboration
of Mistral by Coreban (shaped
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Gary van
Rooyen in
action during
the ISPA SUP
World Championships in
Denmark.
Photo Sean
Evans.

and designed) in the areas that
Coreban is strong in. These areas
would include technical surfing,
down winding, long board style
and foiling. These custom board
will be available in South Africa
from December and worldwide
from November 2018.
Worldwide the SUP market is
growing and the profile of competitors changing. At the recent
ISA SUP & Paddleboard World
Championship in Denmark there
were kids as young as ten years
representing their countries, says
Van Rooyen. “Six years ago, the
average age was 34!”
Aged 59, Van Rooyen was one
of the oldest competitors in SUP

South Africa’s
Tamsyn
Foster
reached the
semi-finals
at the World
Championship. Photo
Shaun Evans.

Taming the desert by mountainbike

Photos: Jacques Marais

A FAT BIKE and mountain bike are not exactly the average vehicles of
choice to tackle some of the most inhospitable terrain on earth. But
that is how adventurer Peter van Kets and photojournalist Jacques
Marais chose to cross the 1 200km uncharted wilderness between the
Cunene river on the Angolan border and Swakopmund in Namibia.
On the way they were protected against the harsh sun and extreme
climate by a range of technical outdoor apparel from Hi-Tec SA. Distributor Dragons Sport provided the Giant bicycles they used as transport and their cycling shirts were sponsored by Ciovita. Holdfast provided the rack systems and kit. The title sponsor of this journey and
film is Dunlop tyres.
Van Kets’ journey along the inhospitable Skeleton Coast National
Park started on September 4th at the Wilderness Safaris camp, Serra
Cafema.
Marais and their media/support team joined him on regular daily
stages across the dunes, arid Namib, rugged Damaraland, past Brandberg and Spitzkoppe, before ending in Swakopmund two weeks later.
A film crew was on hand to record this Beyond the Desert Edge expedition, the first in a series of #BEYONDEXPEDITIONS adventures to
be undertaken by Van Kets and Marais over the next four years. Each
of these missions will aim to highlight specific regions under environmental threat. “To me, Beyond the Desert Edge is more about natural
exploration than about an ego-driven adventure”, says Van Kets.
“Our route took us along the edge of an amazing and fragile natural
world, and somehow we want to share this incredible journey with
every interested party out there.”

surfing. Another South African
team member, Kit Beaton is 49 —
yet came 7th in the Paddle Technical event and 12th in the Paddle
Distance event.
“Our South African team racers will need to really train hard,
commit to camps and step up their
game to compete nowadays,” says
Van Rooyen. “Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii, Denmark, France
and the US are all incredibly
strong and professional in their
approach.”
Despite being deprived of strong

national as well as international
competition due to the cost of
travelling long distances to compete, South Africa’s SUP team did
us proud by finishing 10th out of
42 competing countries.
South Africa was one of seven
teams to compete in every event,
which contributed to their 7 740
team points total. The women, especially, performed well. Tamsyn
Foster reached the semi-finals in
the Women’s SUP Surf competition
and Jacqueline Le Court De Billiot
came 5th in the Sprint.

In addition, they will fundraise through a range of channels for their
official charity beneficiary, Children in the Wilderness, which educates kids in Southern Africa’s wild places. Both Van Kets and Marais
are official ambassadors for #CITW, and their aim is to raise maximum
awareness and funds for this charity organisation, focused on sustainable solutions for conservation in wilderness areas, through the
Beyond the Desert Edge expeditions.
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Financial news

Strong double-digit growth for Skechers
WITH 17% second quarter sales growth and
13% growth for the first six months of the year,
Skechers is still on a roll. The brand’s financial
results for the six months ended June 30, 2017,
show record high net sales worth $2-bn for the
half year and $1-bn for the second quarter.
The second quarter results exceeded company expectations and set a record for the
quarter, COO and CFO David Weinberg says in
a press release. The growth was due to double-digit sales increases in their international
distributor, subsidiary and joint venture businesses, as well as the company-owned retail
business. Wholesale sales in the US grew in
single digits. Compared to the second quarter
of 2016, net sales grew 17% in the quarter,
with international wholesale business contributing 18.6% growth.
Gross profit for the second quarter was $488m, or 47.6% of net sales. During the first six

months Skechers made $965-m gross profit,
which was 46% of sales.
Skechers is now the leader in walking, work,
casual and comfort footwear sales in the US,
and second in all of footwear combined, CEO
Robert Greenberg (right) told investors. It is
also a leading brand in numerous countries
around the world.
“Twenty-five years ago in May, we founded
Skechers with a single line of men’s boots
available in the United States,” he said.
“Within a year, we were shipping to several
international markets, and planning expansion
into women’s and kids. We’ve come a very
long way in a relatively short period of time. In
the international markets, we achieved double-digit growth in many countries worldwide.
“Based on our global meetings in May and
June, and our on-going domestic key account
meetings at our corporate offices, plus our

July sell-throughs, we believe that the record
sales we experienced in the first six months
will continue in the second half,” Greenberg
concluded.

Pentland Brands: footwear and retail ensure 21% revenue growth
Left: Canterbury, Speedo and Mitre
are Pentland sports brands that are locally available from distributors.

THE PENTLAND Brands group reported a total revenue increase of
21% to £2.9-bn (2015: £2.4-bn) for
the previous financial year. This is
thanks to good performances by
some of its footwear brands and
strong retail revenue growth.
Revenue from the retail side
(e.g. JD Sport) increased by 28%,
but its own portfolio and other
non-retail businesses only grew 1%
to £634-m.
Due to favourable trends for
athletic-inspired footwear and apparel in Europe, continued international expansion of its portfolio,
and growth through acquisitions,
JD Sports Fashion plc recorded a
record performance: revenue increased by 28% to £2.3-bn.
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Pentland Brands is majority
shareholder in the UK retailer.
The group’s brands available in
South Africa are:
• Canterbury (distributed by
Brand ID)
• Hunter (distributed by Intobrands)
• Mitre (distributed by Legacy
Sport & Leisure)
• Speedo (distributed by Brand ID)
• Ellesse (distributed by Ellesse
Heritage)
• Lacoste Chaussures (distributed
by Surtee Group)
Its other brands are:
• Berghaus
• Boxfresh
• Butterfly Twists
• Heidi Klein

•
•
•
•
•
•

KangaROOS
Kickers
Prostar
Red or Dead
SeaVees
Ted Baker Footwear (formerly
from Stuttafords)
• Tracksmith
Last year, Pentland Brands reorganised its business into two divisions (Active and Footwear), which
simplifies how it works with partners and retailers, and helps it to
better integrate new brands.
Teamsports (Canterbury and Mitre) delivered strong growth with
its key trading partners. Speedo
moved to a direct-to-consumer
business model in China.
“This change supports the

brand’s long term sustainable
growth in this priority market,”
says the group.
Ellesse is one of the brands
that outperformed the group’s
expectations — it recorded a 45%
increase in revenue. Ted Baker —
one of the international footwear
brands the now-defunct Stuttafords imported — also did well,
with a 6% sales increase across
all UK channels, US department
stores and e-commerce sales.
During 2016, Pentland Brands
was named one of the UK’s Best
Workplaces by the Great Place
to Work Institute (GPTW) and
awarded 11th in the Best Large
Company category; the highestranking family company and the
only sports, outdoor or fashion
brand-owner to make the list.
Among its brands, the Berghaus
Extrem 8000 Pro jacket was
crowned best in class at the
2016 ISPO Awards, Europe’s
leading sport and outdoor trade
show awards, and Ted Baker was
awarded Men’s Fashion Brand of
the Year and International Footwear Brand of the Year at the
Drapers Footwear Awards 2016.
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Facebook still most popular platform

F

acebook remains the most
popular social media platform
among South Africans, with usage
growing 18.5% to 16-m over the
past year. These were among the
social media trends Arthur Goldstuck shared at the launch of the
2018 SA Social Media Landscape
Report by Ornico.
Between 2014 and 2017 the
biggest growth in Facebook users (57%) has been in the 13-18year age group, with this strong
growth (40%) continuing over the
past year. Over the past three
years the number of Facebookers
aged 41-50-has grown 53% (15%
over the past year). Facebook interest among the 23-26-year olds
has grown the least (12%) over
the past three years, and growth
has also been relatively low (14%)
among the 19-22-year age group.
Between 2016 and 2017 Facebook
interest among both the latter
age groups have waned further,
with only 9% growth in usage in
each.
According to Goldstuck, the
most active Facebook users in
South Africa (3.3-m) are 31-40

Number of Facebook users and growth
Age group
2014
13-18
1 340 000
41-50
980 000
27-30
1 580 000
31-40
2 200 000
51-60
520 000
61+
680 000
19-22
2 200 000
23-26
2 150 000
Total
11 650 000

2017
Growth % Growth
2 100 000 760 000
57
1 500 000 520 000
53
2 400 000 820 000
52
3 300 000 1 100 000
50
770 000 250 000
48
1 000 000 320 000
47
2 500 000 300 000
14
2 400 000 250 000
12
15 970 000 4 320 000
37

South African Facebook use has grown 37% between 2014 and 2017, with most
growth in the 13-18 age group.

years old. The 19-22-year olds are
the next most prolific Facebook
users (2.5-m). Facebook is popular among all twenty-year old
age groups: in the 23-26-year as
well as 27-30-year old age groups
there are 2.4-m users each, which
means that there are 5.3-m South
Africans aged 19-30 active on
Facebook. Facebook popularity
drops considerably among older
users (50 plus), with only 1.8-m
people over 50 who use this social
media platform.
Fewer than 30% of all South Af-

ricans are Facebook users, and
most of them who do use this social media platform (78%) do it via
mobile phone.
Twitter, the second most popular social media platform, has
half the number of Facebook’s
South African users (8-m) and
growth was low (4%) over the past
year. Touted as the professional’s
platform, LinkedIn has 6.1-m local users, which represents 11%
growth over the past year. Instagram is the least popular of these
social media platforms, with

3.8-m South African users — 8.5%
more than last year.
The comprehensive 2018 SA
Social Media Landscape Report
costs R18 000, but there are various discount packages available.
Apart from insights from Arthur
Goldstuck, statistics about the
top performing social media
platforms and brands, the report
presents a guide to influencer
marketing, future trends, analysis
from industry experts on a wide
variety of related social media
topics, etc.

Why not join Sports Trader’s

social media platforms?

Did you know that Sports Trader shares the latest news about what is happening in the industry
on Facebook, Twitter and our online blog?
PLUS
We alert you to the latest postings via our online industry newsletter every two weeks.
Don’t be left in the dark: sign up now and stay up to date. It’s free to any member of the industry.
What’s more, you may subscribe any interested member of your company to receive the newsletter alerts — also
free of charge.
You will also be notified when we post our online Emag version of the printed Sports Trader — visit our website
to be guided to the latest copy: www.sportstrader.co.za.

Please visit these platforms to see how we keep the industry up to date with news
@SportsTraderMagazine

sasportstrader.wordpress.com

twitter.com/SASportsTrader

Please email the following information to carin@sportstrader.co.za if you are interested:
• Company name

• Telephone number

• Your name, surname and position in the company

• Are you a retailer/ distributor/ agent in the industry

• Email address

• May we add you to our database?
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14 000 visitors to ISPO Shanghai

Photo: Adrien Bernard

THIS YEAR’S ISPO Shanghai received around 14 000 visitors who could
view products from 572 exhibitors.
The show featured several side events such as the Asia Pacific Trail
Running Summit, a morning run, and a rock climbing show that demonstrated how AR can be used in climbing to help get children interested
in sports, which is a priority for the Chinese government. As part of
the show, ISPO Shanghai also organised the China Kids Sport Industry
Development Forum together with the Shanghai Administration of Sport
where government representatives and sports experts discussed possible methods and solutions for motivating the next generation to get
involved with sports.
Sustainability is still at the fore of people’s thoughts: the Brands for
Good forum showcased sustainable products, and businesses shared
background information and gave tips on production processes.
ISPO Shanghai also partnered with Tmall, one of China’s largest online
B2C retailers, to connect exhibitors and Chinese online consumers who
were able to buy products from exhibitors’ current collections and inform themselves about the latest trends.
For the first time, Sports Tech Asia was held in conjunction with ISPO
Shanghai. Under the slogan Outdoor Technology. Smart Sports. Future
Fashion. visitors were given the opportunity to make contacts from other industries and to learn more about technological innovations in the
sports sector such as using 3D printing in the production of sport shoes.
This year’s ISPO Shanghai trade show took place 6-8 July, with the
Demo Day the day before opening. More than 270 retailers, distributors
and media were able to test products on site. SUP was one of the featured sporting activities, and organisers staged a SUP water polo event.
Water sports enthusiasts were able to “discover the wild side of standup paddling as it is transformed into a variant of water polo at the ISPO
Open Demo Day within the framework of ISPO SHANGHAI 2017,” says
the organiser, Messe München.
SUP water polo gives added spice to the sport, they add.
The event was held in a three vs three format, where the only rules
were that participants must stay on their boards and that they weren’t
allowed to use the paddle to push opponents off their boards, and participants had to move the ball towards the opponents’ goal.
Another SUP activity on the day was SUP yoga.
Next year’s show will be held 5-7 July at the Shanghai New International Exhibition Centre (SNIEC), China.
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SA shows get international boost

Messe Frankfurt SA MD Konstantin
van Vieregge explaining what they can
offer local show organisers.
Photo: Trudi du Toit.

THE CAPE TOWN clothing, footwear and textile trade fairs ATF
and Source Africa, as well as the
Johannesburg and Cape Town Boat
Shows, will in future be marketed
and promoted internationally by
their new owner, Messe Frankfurt.
They will also be elevated to world
standard shows through the global
expertise offered by the 600-year
old show organiser.
The world’s third biggest trade
fair company, Messe Frankfort annually organises 134 trade fairs
across the world, which attract
about 90 000 exhibitors and 3.5m visitors, the MD of Messe Frankfurt SA, Konstantin van Vieregge,
explained at the launch of their
acquisition of the ATF and Source

Africa trade shows.
Although Messe Frankfurt is
owned by the city of Frankfurt, it
has 50 international sales partners
and 28 subsidiaries worldwide — including in South Africa, with offices
in Cape Town and Johannesburg.
The International Apparel, Textile and Footwear trade exhibition
to be held 21-23 November this
year, as well as the 2018 Source
Africa Expo planned for 20 and 21
June, will benefit from the input
of the textile experts employed
by Messe Frankfurt, who are “just
waiting to put South Africa on the
global map,” he explained.
“ATF and Source Africa will be
incorporated in our global textile
network. Messe Frankfurt offers
marketing opportunities to global
trade visitors and access to global
expertise.”
He also foresees that there
could be cross-marketing opportunities for all their South African
shows — including the Cape Town
International Boat Show and the
Boat and Water Show in Johannesburg — by marketing South
Africa in one portfolio. The boat
shows will form part of the Messe
Frankfurt trade show packet from
next year.
Source Africa is the flagship of
all the trade shows LTE has been
organising in South Africa over the
past 25 years, said William Scalco,
a managing member. The aim of
the show is to encourage links between suppliers and buyers across
Africa and not only promote opportunities presented by AGOA,
but also inter-regional trade.

Hungary’s hunting and tackle show grows
FEHOVA, HUNGARY’S BIGGEST hunting and fishing show, attracted 47000 international visitors in February this year – a 5% increase
from the previous year. There were 310 hunting and fishing tackle
exhibitors from 19 countries.
With more than half the visitors being anglers, the event is expected to attract over 50 fishing tackle manufacturers from Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Romania and Serbia.
Brands like Rapala, Shimano, Cormoran, Trabucco, Energofish,
Spro, Okuma, Prologic, Storm, Monster-Liver, Klárik, WaterLand,
VMC, Savage Gear, Nash, Timár Mix, Nevis, Gamakatsu and Haldorad
will be showcasing their latest tackle as the region is earmarked as
a big growth area in the European recreational fishing sector.
The next FeHoVa show will be held from 15 – 18 February 2018 at
the Hungepxo Budapest Fair Centre, the same venue where the European Fishing Tackle Trade Exhibition (EFTTEX) was held this year.
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Demand for more exhibition space at ISPO Munich
THIS YEAR WAS a record year for
ISPO Munich in terms of visitors
(86 000) and exhibitors (2 700) …
and organisers expect 2018 to go
as well, if not better. Compared
to this time last year, there is
15% more demand for space,
says Markus Hefter, Exhibition
Group Director of the ISPO Munich show.
To cater for this, the show is
expanding its hall concept. For
2018 the 16 halls will be divided
into 8 segments: Snowsports,
Outdoor, Health & Fitness, Urban, Teamsports, Vision, Manufacturing & Suppliers as well as
Trends and Innovation & Industry
Services.
There will also be focus areas
within each of these segments,
for example water sports will be
a focus area in the Outdoor segment and wearables will be featured in Health & Fitness, which
covers running, urban fitness as
well as athleisure.
These halls are also the ones
that promise growth, predicts
the organiser, and they have
been given additional exhibition
space. The Outdoor area will
stretch across four halls and will
cover activities such as mountain
climbing, bouldering, trail running, camping and water sports.
“Outdoor does not just mean
walking or climbing anymore,”
says Markus Hefter, Exhibition
Group Director of the ISPO Mu-

nich show. “The borders become
blurred, resulting in a change of
recreational habits. Outdoor is
defined much more broadly today,
but without losing its authenticity. On the mountain, in nature,
and above all in urban living
spaces. Manufacturers are being
presented with additional target
groups and sales potential.”
Digitalisation and “the digital
transformation of the sports in-

OutDoor 2018 updated
TO CELEBRATE its 25th anniversary in June
2018, the OutDoor trade show in Friedrichshafen
will introduce several new measures to support
outdoor retailers wishing to attend the show.
The invitation process and entry prices will,
for example, be revamped and additional accommodation will be provided for retailers in
caravans on the showgrounds. The programme
content for retailers will also be improved. The
show will be held 17-20 June 2018.

boot Düsseldorf
THE NEXT BOAT trade show, boot Düsseldorf,
will take place 20-28 January 2018 at the fair
ground in Düsseldorf, Germany. This year’s
show attracted more than 1 800 exhibitors from
70 different countries to around 242 000 visitors. The show features boats, yachts, and their
related accessories and services, as well as
products for other water sports such as water-
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skiing, wake- and kneeboards, jetskiing, diving,
surfing, kite- and windsurfing, SUP, fishing, etc.

European Outdoor Summit
THE 5TH ANNUAL European Outdoor Summit
(EOS) will again include an inspirational panel
of keynote speakers, who will offer insight and
advice on how to do better business. It will be
held on 4-5 October this year in Treviso, Italy.
The event will allow delegates to connect with
business associates across the entire European
region and receive information on exhibitors,
speakers and attendees via the Networking App
for smartphones.

My Business Expo dates
THE NEXT LEG of the My Business Expo, Business StartUp Show, will be hosted at the Gallagher Convention Centre in Johannesburg from
21-22 February 2018, and thereafter at the Durban Exhibition Centre from 21 June 2018.
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